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Origin and Developmen! 
In all of the cities and countries where 
open air schools have been established there has 
been at the inception of the movement virtually 
the same purpose in the minds of the founders. This 
has been the creation of a school where children 
could be cured and taught at the same time. It was 
this ideal which caused the Germans to term their 
first school in Charlottenburg an "open air recovery 
school 11 • 
This new educational Tenture was launched 
in 1904. It was a school desiened for backward and 
physically debilitated pupn s who could not keep up 
with the work in the regular schools and were not so 
mentally deficient that they were fit subjects for the 
classes for sub-normal pupils. It was felt that if 
these children were sent to sanatoria they would un-
doubtedly irr~rove physically but would fall back in 
their school work. If on the other hand they were 
kept in the regular schools they would deteriorate physi-
cally. 
l 
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It was to meet this need that the new type 
of school was devised. It was a school held almost 
entire]. y in the open air. The treatment consisted 
of an outdoor life, plenty of good food, strict clean-
liness, suitable clothing, and school work modifi.ed 
in kind and reduced in quantity. 
Few educational innovations have made so 
quicK an appeal to t he popular imagination as did the 
open air school. During its first season the school 
at Charlo tten burg was open for only three m:m th s, but 
inmed:l.ately upon the publication of the report of what 
had been accomplished the desire to found other similar 
schools spread throu ghout Germany. The children who 
had been the fortunate subjects of this first open air 
experiment had n'ade wonderful physical ga.in. They had 
increased rapidly in weight and in strength, and many 
who had been suffering from serious ailments had been 
entirely cured. 
Such results as these were gratifying but not 
very surprising for it was nothing new to discover that 
the best sort of ·. sanatorium treatn1ent combining an out-
door life and plenty of good food will prove physically 
beneHcial to those who enjoy its advantages. Such re-
sults were especially natural when the patients were grow-
7, -/ 
ing children. But what was not foreseen and did 
corr~ as a distinct surprise was that the children 
in the Charlottenburg school did not fall baok in 
their studies although they spent less than half 
as much time on school worJ.: as did their companions 
in the regular schools. They not only fully main-
tained their school standing but rather surpassed 
their compani ons in the regular cla!ses. 
It was the se reports of combined physical 
and mental benefit that spread at once throughout 
Germany and caused the school authoritie s of other cities 
to begin the erec t ion of open air schools. In less 
than three years the movement had spread to England, 
and in 1907 London opened its f i rst school. Tho results 
obtained during t he first sea son were as remBrkable as 
those reported three years previous from the suburb of 
Berlin. Again the a ccomplishments of t he new type of 
school awakened popular enthusiasm and towns and cities 
in different parts of Great Britain began to plan for 
other similar establishments. 
Meanwhile the moven-ent had spread to America 
whore the first open air school was established in 190g 
by the city of Providence, Rhode Island. Although the 
- l.j. -
Providence school is the first American school of 
the type originated in Charlottenburg and which we 
are here considering, i.t was not strictly speak-
ing the first open air school established on Amer-
ican territory. 
So far as can be learned the first such 
school under the American flag was built in t he city 
of San Juan, Porto P~co, in 1904 by the author of 
the present work who was a t that time super i ntendent 
of schools of the Porto Rican capital. The school in 
question was an experirrental building made to accoxmdate 
one hundred chi1 dren. It had a f1oor a nd roof but no 
sides. Venetian blinds were provided to keep · out 
driving rain and too direct sunlight. This school was 
designed for children of no particular class but was 
built in the endeavor to demonstrate tha t t he treat rr~nt 
which has rroved beneficial for weak and ailing people . 
would also benefit strong and norrral children. 
The results demonstrated the correctness of the 
proposition. The children greatly preferred the out-
door classes to t hose in the regular school buildings and 
r 
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there were alWEJ,ys on file applicati.ons from teachers 
who wished to be assigned to the outdoor vrork. At 
least one other open air school has been built in 
Porto Rico because of the success of the first ex-
periment. 
Coming back to the United States, we find 
New York City following the lead of Providence and dur-
ing the last month of 1906 establishing an open air 
school on an abandoned ferry boat. During the next 
summer Boston and Chicago opened their first outdoor 
schools and have since continued the work. Hartford, 
Rochester and Pittsburg have also taken up the movement 
and are or,erating open air schools. 
J t is now realized in several of these cities 
that tho movement is past the experimental stage and is 
to be reckoned with as an established feature of edu-
cational r ractice. The educational authorities of Boston 
have adopted a resolution providing that each new school 
house built in that city shall have at least one open air 
class room. New York City has taken a somewhat similar 
action and is at the present time remodeling twenty class-
rooms in different buildings so that they can be used 
for open air classes. 
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· It has been said that the two greatest dis-
coveries of rec ent times are the value of children 
and the vir t ues of an open air life. It is question-
able whether we should all agree in according preeminence 
to those two so-called discoveries, but there can be 
no question that there has teen in the last few years 
a wonderful public awakening alon g both of these lines. 
This may account for tho enthusiastic · reception 
which has been almost universally accorded to the open 
air school. It is an educat)onal innovatio~ that co~ 
bines within itself a new kind of parHcula.rly effective 
work for children and an appealing object lesson in the 
beneficial results of the outdoor life. 
It is entirel y too soon t~ prophesy~hat the 
future of the open air school. may be. That very many 
such schools will shortly be in operation is a fore going 
concl usion, and that their effect on educational progress 
will be far-reaching seems almost as sure. Just what this 
effect will be none can foretell but it seems not improbab 1 e 
that tho open air school will be recognized by future his-
torians of education not merely as a therapeutic agent but 
rather as marking one long step toward that school of the 
future in which the child will not have to 1:e ei t har feeble 
minded or delinquent or tuberculous or truant to en-joy the 
best and fu.lle st sort of educational opportunity. 
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ORAPTER fr. 
OPElT AIR RF.C0VET\Y SCH(10J,S IN GY:PHANY 
Medical inspection of schools has been carried 
on in a very thorough and efficient manner in Gerrnany 
for the past fifteen years. This has drawn special a t tention 
throughout the empire to bach~ard children. These chil-
dren are treated in special classes and sometimes in 
special schools. The quanti.ty of the instruction given 
them is reduced and every endeavor is made to keep> and 
even to increase, its quality. The classes are taught 
by the most capable teachers and the ch:i.ldren are specially 
favored in such hygienic instruction connected with the 
schools as baths, rr~als and holiday homes. Under this 
treatment the children improve so rapidly that the majority 
of them can, in the course of a few weeks, be passed back 
into the ordinary schools. 
In the ye ar 1901-t- there were in r.:har1ottenburg, 
a suburb of EerJ.in, a large number of these backward chil-
dren who wore about to be removed from the ordinary elemen-
tary schools to special classes. Upon examinat:ion it was 
found that a large number of them were in a debilitated 
state owing to anaemia and to various ailments in incipient 
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stages. This circumstance afforded an ideal opportunity 
for the cooperation of the educator and the school 
physician, and to meet the need a new type of school 
was devised. This was the open air recovery school. 
Its province was to carry on the instruction of tho 
children with the help of improved methods and surround-
ings and at the sarm time to endeavor to cure or better 
the ail~~nt from which they were suffering. 
The open air recovery school as fi.rst devel-
oped in Char1ottenburg is a new typo of school whore 
si ck chil dron are cured and taught at the same tiw~. 
The school physician insists upon open air tre a tment, 
pleasant and hygienic surroundings , careful supervision, 
wholeson~ food, and judicious exercise. The teacher 
modifies the ordinary school work to. meet the new con-
ditions. The hours of formal tea ching are cut in two 
and the clasHes are· so reduced that no teacher has mo r e 
than twenty-f:j.ve pupils in charge. Moreover, the character 
o f t he wo rk is modif:i.ed, All that is not truly e ssential 
i s omitted and every endeavo r is made to utilize t he 
many cpportuni ti.es affo r ded by the close contact with nature 
which is the ever present character i s tic of the school. 
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This is tho combination which has solved 
the difficulty of teaching and at the same time curing 
physically debil1tated chUdren. If such children 
are kept in tho ordinary schools they may in sorm 
measure be taught, but physically they are more apt 
to deteriorate than improve. If they are treated in 
convalescent homes, hospitals, or in their own homes 
their instruction suffers. The open air recoYery 
school solves the difficulty. 
In Charlottenburg a sui table place for the 
school was chosen in a large pine forest on tho out-
okirts of the town. The sum of $SOOO was voted by 
the municipality for carrying out the axperin~nt and 
primitive but sui table wooden buildings were erected. 
At the outset ninety-five children were chosen 
and thiB number was aftterward increased to one hundred 
and twenty and still later to two hundred and fifty. 
These chHdren wore mainly anaemic children and those 
suffering from lie;hter forns of pulmonary, heart and 
scrofulous diseases. Ch:i.ldren suffering from acute or 
infectious diseases were rapidly excluded. 
Five Main buildings were erected. Throe of 
thorn were plain shods about eighty-one feet long and 
e:i ghteen feet wide. One of these was completely open on 
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the south side and closed on the othor sides, and 
provides accomodations during rainy weather for 
about two hundred children during the afternoon period 
of compulsory rest. The two other sheds contain fivo 
classrooms and the teachers' room. These two buil d-
ings are closed in on all sides, provided with heat-
ing arrane;ements and are only used for instruction 
:l.n very cold. and unpleasant weather. They are both 
po rtable buildings. In the classr ooms instead of desks 
simple tables and chairs of different heie;ht and size 
are provided. The last two of the five buildings are 
very large sheds open on all sides and fitted with taCles 
and benches. Thoy are intended for meals and for work 
dud.ne; rain or too bright sunshine. 
All over the school area, which :i.s fenced in, 
there are small sheds open on all sides and fitted with 
tables and conches to accommodate from four to six chil-
dren. They serve like the large r shed s for writing or 
reading during too much sunshine. There are sUJall build-
ings fer shower baths and the kitchen, and a shed where 
the wraps of tho beys and girls are kept. In those sheds 
there are also individual lockers which contain among 
ether things numbered rugs for protection against cold 
and water-proofs for protection agajnst rain. 
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The children arrive at the school a 
little before ejght o 1 clock in the morning. Those 
who live near come on foot and the others come :ln 
special electric cars. Upon their arrjval the chil-
dren receive a bowl of soup and a slice of bread and 
butter. ThG classes comroonce at eight o 1 clo ck with 
an interval of five minutes after every half hour of 
teaching. The in8truction is reduced to the most 
necessary subjects and is never given fer more than 
two consecutive hours . At ten o'clock the children 
receive one or t-.vo glasses of milk and another sl:l.ce 
of bread and butter. After this they play about, per-
form gymnastic exercises, do manual work, or read . 
Meanwhile the same process in the reverse order is 
. carried on with other children who play during the first 
two hours a nd study from ten to tv:elve. 
Dinner is served at half past twelve and con-
sists of about three ounces of Ir.eat with vegetable s and 
soup. After dinner the children rest or sleep for two 
hours. For this purpose fol ding chairs and rugs are 
provided and absolute qui e tness is requ ired. .At three 
o 1clock there are son~ classes and at four milk , rye 
bread and jam are distributed. The rest of the after-
noon is devoted to informa1 instruction and play. 
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The last meal consisting of soup, bread. and butter 
is given at a quar ter to seven. After this the 
children r eturn home as they came, some on foot 
and some in the electric cars. In the case of somo 
of tho very poor children the rmmicipali ty pays 
the f ares while transportat1on is furnished som of 
tho others through the genorosi ty of the str0et car 
company. 
Th0 expense fo r feeding the children is 
borne by the nn111ieipality in the cases of those chil-
dren who are unable to pay, and is defrayed in part 
or in whole by the parent s when they are able to do so. 
The work of the school physician consi sts 
first in tho careful examination and sele ction 0f the 
children for the open air school, and secondly in their 
treatment wrile thoy are in attendance. Attenti.on is 
principaJ 1 v directed to the heart, lungs and the gem-
oral condition of the chilnren with respect to color , 
mu scul ar and fl esh development. At the end of each two 
weeks they are carefully weighed and measured. At the 
end o f the open air period they are all carefully ex-
amined and the concli tion of each compared with that no ted 
upon en trance into the school. 
ThA prescriptions of the doctor chiefly concern 
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such que s tions of a pplied hygi ene a s su1 table clcth-
ing, t he daily habits of children suffering with 
heart and pulroonary troubles, and the ordering of 
warm bath s for anaemic and nervous children and of 
rrd.neral baths for the scrofulous ones . At Chn.rlo":ten-
burg bath:in e; p1ays a very importan t part in the every 
day life. During the first year th:lrty-three children 
r e ceived two mineral baths per week and twenty-f:l.ve 
children t'Wo or three warm baths pe r weok. All of the 
children received two or three war m showe r baths each 
week. At the beginning and end of the te rm the school 
doctor carr.e every day and during t he middle portion 
two or three times a week. rre was a ssj steel by a trained 
nurse . 
During the f1rst yea r the school was open for 
three months. After a few weo}~s a great improvement in 
t he condition o f the child ren was shown by their better 
arpeUte , attention and general temperament. In nearly 
every case the chil dren wer.e greatly improved in phys ical 
condition and a large numbe r 'Here pronounced cun>d. On 
the average they c;ained one-half a pound each i n wei gh t 
during the en t:ire reriod. 1,fany of them increased hy 
eigh t o r te n pounds during the three nonths , and some of 
them by as much as e:i.gh teen pounds. 
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The educational re~ml ts were no less re -
~arkable . All of the teachers agreed in noticing 
a marl:ed increase in the nontn.l alert~ess of the 
children during the hours of teaching. In the great 
majority of cases the results of the school wor}, were 
quite satisfactory. Three .months after the return of 
the children to their various schools in town reports 
by the principals showed that almost without ex-
ception the children were able to continue in a normal 
manner in their former classes. In other cases their 
progTess was even l'l'l0re sati sfactory than before their 
attenrlance at tho open air school. These results are 
significant and suggest very pertinent inquirios as 
to current pedagogical methods. 
No less important were the improvements noted 
in the troral tone of the children. Their behavior showed 
gre a t improvement, especiaJly ·.vi th regard to order, clean-
liness, self-help, punctuality and good temper. This 
was tho lo gic~ result of their removal during practically 
all of their waking hours from the influences of street 
life to . those of more wholeson~ conditions in the school. 
They were taught to regard themselves as me mbers of a large 
family and were trained to a2sist in the work of tho daily 
life of the community and to be helpful ana considerate 
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toward one another. 
In the first year of the school the term was 
only three months in length. In tho second yoar it 
was increased to six, and in 1906 it was continued 
for eight months. This carried the term up to the 
twenty-second of December when there was snow on the 
ground. Tho authorities feol that they can not carry 
the school on right through the winter until they have 
solved the question of hoat. This wiJJ probably in-
volve an extra exrenditure for more solidly build school 
rooms with thick walls and better heating arrangements. 
When these changes are wrought tho school will probably 
be carried on through the whole winter. 
No sooner had the. reports of the first year's 
work at Charlottenburc; been r·rinted than interest in 
the new type of school was awakened throughout Ger~ny. 
In 1906 an oron air school was opened by the municipality 
of Phlhausen in a park with a large residence called the 
11 Hermitage 11 situated in the southern portion of the town. 
It was purchased by the municipality at a cost of ¢50,000 
for t he use of the school children. Much of the ex-
perience ga:i.ned in Char1ottenburg was utilized in t !'\e new 
school. During tre first year one hundred chiJ n ren were 
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in attendance. The daily routine did not differ greatly 
from that followed in Charlottenhur g . The results of 
" the work at Mulhausen have been very satisfactory al-
though not as comprehensive as at Charlottenburg for 
the reason that the period of attendance was shorter and 
the records less complete. 
During the same year, 1906, a school was opened 
u 
at },funchen-Gladbach near Cologne. It was established 
in memory of the silver wedding of the Emperor and Empress. 
It is situated in a pine wood some distance from the town 
and consists of a simple school building with shed attached, 
clo sely surrounded on three si~ es by pine trees but with 
a cJearing on the south sine. 
Gymnastic apparatus, a cir~ular path for running, 
app r>,ratus for games and garden surplies are provided. The 
wooden buildings hav:e been erected in the artistic northern 
style to be seen in the Scandanavian countries. The whole 
expenditure for building and equipment amounts to about 
~4,000. 
During 1906 the school was opened from May to 
October, and t he highest attendance (58) was reached in 
Septe mber. The children at te:r.ded on Sundays and holidays 
as wall as on other da~rs but '.vere d ven no instruction. 
..... 
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During 1907 the experiment was tried of keeping the 
school open f(lr eight months but per mitting any in-
dividual child to attend for two months only. As the 
school accommodates about fifty children,this new 
arrangement would perr:ii t of treating two hundred chil-
dren annually. Moreover, the plans contemplate en-
larging the school a nd i ncreasing the length of atte nd ance. 
In July 1907 a school was opened at Elberfeld 
and since that tirre add:i.tional schools have been estab-
1 ished at Ll'lbeck, Dortmund, and Bllckow in dar Mark. 
Berlin has voted $75 1 000 for beginning work on an ex t e nsive 
scale and such otl:er large cities as Soli.ngen, Cologne 
and Aix are considering plans fer beginning work. There 
can be little doubt tha t in a few years' time the rna-
jeri ty of the large il(ldustrial towns will be proviued 
with schools of this new type. 
In Ge rmany the open air recovery school has now 
passed the exper1.menta1 stage and become an integral part 
of the elementary school sys tem . In general the school 
at Charlottenburg is being takne as a model on which the 
other schools are pa t terned. In all cases the principal 
characteristics are open air treatment, plenty of good 
food, warm clothing , stri ct clean) iness, and expert medical 
and dental at.tenHon. 
- H~-
The ke y note of the schooJ, work is constant 
change from work to play, reading , singing and rest, 
togfJthe r with eonst<1.nt stimulation of interest. 
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CHAPTER III. 
The first open air school in Eneland was 
opened by the London County Council in .July, 1907 
at Bostall Wood, Plumstead. This action was taken 
following a visit of the municipal authorities to the 
famous school of Charlottenburg in Germany. The ob-
ject was really two-fold, first, to benefit physic-
ally children found to be in such poor health that they 
could not pro Ut fully by the instruction given in 
ordinary day schools; and second] y, to give such chil-
dren special physical treatment in such a way as to 
prevent any educational loss. The children for whom the 
school was designed and who were actually chosen to 
attend it were unable to keep pace with the other chil-
dren in school, usually attended i rregularly1 and were 
incapable of continued mental or physical exerti.on. 
It was thought that by tho alternations of 
mental work, rest and organized play that the children 
woul d. not suffer any educational loss and would make de-
cided physical gains. This hope with respect to forrral 
class instruction was based on the fact that there would 
be an opportunity in this school to have much snaller 
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classes than wa·s t he rule in the oi ty schools, and 
that instruction would be along mre practical lines 
and much more individual in character. 
The grounds. in which the school was carried 
on were on a well wooded enclosu.re of about twenty 
acres. The turfted space about seventy yards in dia-
meter, almost in the center of the wood was used for the 
school itself. This clearing was surrounded by a single 
row of benches and there were two large sheds, open 
at one side. These sheds were used for teaching pur-
poses and for ~ meals in wet weather. Both instruction and 
meals were given outsj.de of the sheds in fine weather. 
A meeting of the head masters and head mis-
tresses of fifty-six London schools was held at Bostall 
Wood early in July. The scheme for the proposad school 
was explained and they were told that the number of chil-
dren admitted would be limi tet to one hundred. In Yiew 
of the smaJlness of the number each head master or head 
mistress was asked to nominate only the children most need -
ing treatment. 
Two hundred seventy-two children were proposed 
by the school principals and were examined by the school 
physicians. Only those cases likely to benefit by attend-
ance at the open a j r school were passed. Children suffer-
ing from incurable organic disease were eliminatod and 
in general those admi tterl were debilitated and aenemic 
children suffering from condi tioris of crowded city 
life. The children were of the type familiar to those 
who have much contact with city schoo 1 s and congested 
districts. They wero thin, pinched, pale and wasted 
and showed in every case signs of physical enfeeblement. 
The children who were rejected were either too good or 
too bad. In all those selected numbered one hundred 
and f i fty-nine, although the greatest number on the 
ro11 at any one time was one hundred and eight, and the 
average was a li t tle under one hundred. 
The school was kept open for thirteen weeks. 
The work of the school began at nine in the morning and 
continued until six in the afternoon on each week day 
except Saturday when there was a half-day session only. 
Three and three-quarters hours per day were devoted to 
school work. The other five and a quarter hours were 
given over to eating, sleeping, gatms, play and wander-
ing about in the woods. The time devoted to formal teach-
ing shows that attendance at the school was no holiday 
for either teachers or pupils but meant real hard and con-
tinued work for both, although under conditions which 
prevented hard work from becornin8 drudgery to either. 
The work was carried on upon practical lines as far as 
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possible resulting in a condition impossible to re-
produce in an ord1.nary school room. The tasks ne-
cessary in camp life afforded valuable training to 
those children able to take part. The teaching staff 
consisted of a head mistress with two men and two 
women assis tants. There was also a nurse and a care-
taker and attendant while the services of a school 
:physician were regularly gi van. The teachers were en-
gaged for the work on the condition that they should 
continue to rece i ve t heir salar:tes as ordinary teachers 
together with reasonable travelling expe nses and that 
after the close of the opan a1.r school they should have 
their holidays and re-occupy their pern~nent positions. 
The children attending the school were given 
three good meal s a day. The food was prepared at a 
cookery center about one-fourth of a mile fro m the school, 
A cook and two helpers were employed and t he foorl. was 
taken to the wood in order that the children might have 
their meals in the open air. Upon arrival at nine o'clock 
the children were served with porridge, syrup and milk. 
At twelve thirty they were given dinner which was the 
heavy meal of the day. It consisted of meat, and occasion-
ally f ish , with potatoes, plenty of green vegetablt'.ls, 
pudding and fruit. At t hree- thirty in the afternoon bis-
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cui ts and fruit were served and at five-thirty came 
toa, so-called, consisting of weak tea, n:ostly milk, 
bread and rutter , jam and current buns. Care was 
taken to serve all of the mea1.s under the best :possible 
conditions. The tab1es were decorated with flowers 
and there was an air of ref1nenent 1:md pleasure in the 
whole proceed ing . 
One of the County Council medical inspectors 
undertoe k the routine examination of the children at 
the school. Every child was examined in detail within 
four days of admission. Conditions found were register-
ed upon the ca ds and records were made at frequent sub-
Gequent visits. All of the children were weighed and 
measured and results entered upon a chart on the obve rse 
side of each child 's card. A weekly record of the weight 
was taken by the nur se. As it is impossible to est:imate 
aenemia aecura tely fro m mere in spect:i.on, each child was 
tested twi ce to ascertain the percentage of haerooglo bin 
present in the bloo d. The findings gave valuable data 
for determining the condition of children entering and the 
improvement resulting from opon air life, feedins and rest. 
A srecial feature was t"e provision for rest 
or slt1ep that the chilrlren were r e q11ired to take for t wo 
hours in the afternoon - from one to three. For this 
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purpose one hundred steamer chairs and blankets 
were provided. Twenty-five mackintoshes were also 
supplied for tho use of the children most needing 
them on wet days. It was found necessary to have 
tents for the use of the teachers and two of the 
bell type 'Nero hired from the 'll'ar offtco. 
Through the kindness of a frien,J who was 
interested ln the work a donkey and cart were loaned 
for the use of the children. 'l'his contributed rruch 
to their enjoymont and was found useful for taking the 
weal{est of th0 children from the wood to the car line 
at the end of the day when some were too tired to make 
walking enjo yahJ.e. 
Experience showed that it would be bene ficial 
to have sail cloth covers for the :3ides of the sheds 
in wet weather. It was discovered too that while the 
steamer cha:i.rs were very satisfac tory for the children 
to rest and sleep in they were not at all satisfactory for 
study purposes. 
The expense of conducting the school for thir-
teen weeks was met by an a :r:proptiation of $2,000 from 
the government, by contributions from friends of the work 
and by payment s rrade by the parents of the children to 
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partially defray the expenses of the work. To keep 
about one hundred children in school for a little over 
three months cost a little more than $3,000 or roughly 
speaking $10.00 per month per child. 
As to results, there can be no question 
that a notable success was achteved in the face of mun-
orous difficulties. Every child attending was benefited 
phys:i.cally by the experience. The general improvemJnt 
was great and in sor.1o in ::rtance s rew.ar ka ble. The general 
affect of the open air life upon the children was easily 
discernible in their improved color and animated de-
meanor. They wore bright and more full of spirits at 
the end of the school term than at the beginning. They 
moved more briskly and their intellects were keene r. 
Physical improvement was shovm by greater control over 
muscular and nervous movements, and the power of increased 
physical and mental effort. The increase of voice volume 
was most marked and significant. In a number of cases 
the eyesight of the children improved notably. 
Increased resourcefulness was shovm. Two of 
the boys painted one of the sheds in a very creditable 
manner and mo~1t of them developed handiness at various 
manual tasks. When one of the cookery assistants left 
throu gh illness the children took U:p the work and all 
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of the neces sary l aundry work, washin g of table cloths,. etc. 
was done by the children after tho first week . 
The average increase in weight was six and 
a half pounds per child for the entire :period which 
is aquaJ. to a ga1.n of one-half a pound 'Per Wflek per 
child. This ga1.n was most noticea1)1e during t he latter 
part of the time. nur:i.ng the last four weeks the chil-
dren averaged a gain of one pound each weok per child. 
The greatest increase was nearly fourteen pounds. 
The children not only rrofited by their school 
work but they loved their school. Although the open-
ing hour was nine A. M. mn.ny of these who 11 ved with-
in walking distance arrived as early as seven o'clock 
and stayed as late as they we r e a1lowed to. 
In 1906 the Bostall"Wo.od site was gi ven up 
and this school transf~rred to a much better site on 
Shooters Hill, Woolwich. The gomrnm9nt grant wa s in-
creased from $2 ,000 to $10,000. Two new schools wore 
opened, one at Horniman Park, and the other at Kentish 
Town. ~ach school prov:i.ded for se tenty-fi ve children 
in three classes. The staff in each case consisted of 
a head teach i'J r, three a ss:i.stan ts , nurse, cook, hel:pe r 
and school-keoper. 
Dr. Frede rick Rose, advisor of the London 
County Council and one of the most active advocates of 
open air schools 1 has gathered data from which he e s-
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timates that there are between thirty- five and forty 
thousand children in London in such poor physical 
condition that they cannot a t tend ordinary school 
without injury, but who may great1 y profit from be-
ing sent to open air schools. 
The example set by London was fo1lowe d in 
1908 by Halifax and Brad ford. In both of these ci tics 
open air schools wore opened in untenanted e states 
where the mansions and outbuildings were utilized for 
school purpo ses . The Hal:l fax schooJ report s that the 
gain of the ch:i.Jdren :in weight was from one to eigh t 
pounds, tho average being t hr ee and a half pounds. 
Marked i mprovement was a1 so no ted in behav:i..or and stud :i.e s. 
Tho Bradfo r d school was 6.pened on Augu st 31, 
190S and r emained open for nine weeks closing fer the 
season on October 30. The situation was almost ideal. 
Tho school was situated in a f i ve a cre fi el d almos t five 
hundred f ee t above sea level. The school was bac ked by 
an e xtens:ivo wo od which spread :itself around t hr e e sides 
of tho si te. Tho school buil ding consi st ed of two class 
rooms faci ne; tho southeast and opening onto a veranda 
in such a way that the veranda and the classrcoms were 
practically one. 
The children were thirty-nine in numbe r. 
Most of them were described as "very poorly developed", 
"delicate", "neglected looking", "anaemic", and 
"scrofulous". The seriousness of their physical de-
fectivoness and generalJ.y debilitated cond1.tion is 
shovm by the following table which gives the physical 
defects found whe n the children were examined: 
Phthisis (Consumption of Lungs) - - present 
Tuberculous Peritonitis -- - - - 11 
" Scars of Neck - - - - 11 
Bronchitis - - - - - - - - - - - - " 
Adenoids - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ot.orrhoea (Ear discharge) " II 
" 
in 
II 
" 
" II 
II 
II 
2 
1 
2 
1 
7 
2 
5 Rickets - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Anaemia - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Enlarged Submaxillary Gland s - - -
" 
"H'; 
" 
" 
" 26 
Eczema - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' " 2 Blepharitis - - - - -
" 
II 2 
Keratitis - - - - - - - - - - - - -
" " 
1 
The children gathered each morning in the center 
cf the city and l ef t at half pa s t eight for the school arri v-
ing shortl y after nine. They returned home each evening 
at six-thirty. The foll ovring time table shows the ge neral 
program for the day: 
9 A. M. - - - - -Breakfast 
9 :1~5 to 10: 1~5 T - 0rdinary School Work 
lO:l.J-5 to 11 - - - - - - Play 
11 to 12 - - - - - - - - Ordinary School work 
12:30 - - - - - - - - - Di nner 
1 to 2 P. M. - - - - - - Rest 
2 to 3 - - - - - - - - - Play 
3 t o 4:30 T - - - - - - - School Work, Out-door Lesson s 
e . g. Nature Study , Ckl o grap:py 
5:00 - - - - - - - - - - Tea 
5:30 to 6 - - - - - - - - Play 
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Three meals a day ·uere gi vsn as the phy-
sician in chare;e did not approve of tho practice 
conumn in the open air schools of C:ermany of supply-
ing food more frequently. For brea~fast the chil-
dren had porridge, milk, .bread and butter. The dinner 
varied from day to day. In general the plan wa s to 
g1.ve sour 1 meat, ·vegetables anrl pud(Hng. The even-
ing · m3al consisted of milk anrl bread with butter or 
jam. 
As will be seen from the program an hour 
was given each day for absolute rest,all of the chil-
dren lying down. For this purpose steamer chairs 
·:rere !Jrovided and ·.ve re so constructed that the children 
were able to lie in a much more recumbent position 
than is po s sible in most stear:-~er chairs. 
Each child was bathed weekly and it was con-
siderc}d that bathn constituted a very important part 
of the treat~nt c f the children. 
School work was carried on in the open air 
and gave very satisfactory results. 
'rhe children gained weigh t in a ver·r satis-
factory manner. At the end of the first month the average 
gain was two and a half pound s, or arrrcximately as much 
as the ch:tlciren -Noul<1 hn.ve ga1.ned in six months under 
ordinary conditions. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
Providence , Rhode Island 
The credit and honor of estab1ishing the 
first open air school in the United States belong 
to the city of Providence, Rhode Island, where the 
wor:k 'ltas begun on .Tanuary 27, 1905. The 1ocation 
was a brick schoo1 house centrally located in the city 
and not then occupied. A room on the second floor 
was remodeled by the removal of part of the southerly 
wall, thus practically converting the four sided school 
room into one of three sides loaving the fourtr. side 
open. For the brick wall thus removed windows were 
substituted. These wind ows extend from near the floor 
to the ceUing with hinges at the top and with :pulleys 
arranged so tha t the lm;-er ends can be raised to the 
ceiling . 
The desks of the children ~re placed in front 
of the open windows, the pupils faci ng tho teacher whose 
desk i s in the opposite corner of t he room. The chil-
dren thus receive the fresh air at their bacts and get 
the li e;ht over their shoulders. The rrovable desks of the 
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children o ccupy half of the room. 
In the other half of the room there are two 
stoves , a l aree ol d f ashioned cyli r1der stove fo r 
heating purposes and a n:ode rn kitchen range for cook-
:lng . If the day is cold enough the children,upon 
their arrival,go to the side o f the room and get their 
blanket bags in whi ch they sit at their desks. By put-
ting the ir feet and l egs in these bags and keeping on 
their outd.oor clothine t he y are very comfor ta tle e ven 
in the colde s t weathe r . When necessary they have in 
a ddition soapstone foot warw~rs whi ch a re placed in-
side of the bags. The heat f rom the big steve tempers 
t he air oo that t~e tempera t nre rarely falls to the 
freezing r:oint. Be::d.des t11 e s:i tUng-out bags the chil-
dren are furnished •v:i.th l ow fel t shoes which they ex-
change f or their own leather shoes should the se latter 
get damp c· n t he way to school. 
The school was s tarted as an ungraded one with 
ten pupil s and the number was late r increased to . t wenty-
five. 
Practically all of the children have been 
selected by the visiting nur se of the lo cal I.eague fo r 
the fluppression of Tu berculo sis from homes visited by 
herself and the other tuce r culosis nurses . In a f ew in-
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stances children with moderately acti ve les1ons 
have been accepted but for the most part they are 
children who have been exposed to tuberculosis and 
who are believed to be infec ted but who have no 
active lesion. 
During the school year f r om September 1908 
to June 1909 tvmnty-eight children wero e nrolled. 
The cases were classified as fol Jows : -
Bone cases - - - - - - - - - -4 
Gland cases 
- 4 
Chest cases - - - - - - - - -19 
Non-tuberculous - -
- - 1 
Fifteen cases had re-acted positivel y to the tuberculin 
tes t . No open cases were accepted no r any cases running 
a constant temperature a bove normal . 
The children arrive at the school at nine 
o'clock in the morning and ha ve a recess at ten-th:irty 
when they are given hot soup. At twelve o'clock they 
all take scats around t a bles and eat lunch. Thi s con-
sists of a hot pudding such as tapioca or rice served 
wi t h crean:, and ho t chocolate or coc£oa l!'ade entirel y with 
milk. In addj t:ion man y of the ch:i.lC.ren bring potatoe s 
or bits of steak cr chops which are also coo ked and added 
to the lunch. The cooking is all done by the teache r . 
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Before eating each child must thoroughly 
scrub his hands, wash his face, comb his hair and 
after eating cl ean his teoth. Each child j s taught 
the necessity of having an individual drinking CUl) 
and too th brush • 
Details of the children wash the dishes 
each week and take turns in setting the table and in 
serving. Those who are not thus engaged go out into 
the yard and play until the school reassembles at one 
o'clock. .At two-thirty o ' clock schoo1 is dismissed 
for the day. Pupils who have come from a distance are 
provided with car tjckets through the Lea&ue for the 
Suppression of Tuberculosis. Some receive tickets for 
travelling both ways and some for one way only depend-
ing upon the need ar.d strength of the child. 
During the school day some light gymnastic 
exercises are given , including wand drills, and the chil-
dren are taught proper methods of breathing. 
In the srring the cl1ildren have a garden in 
which they themselves work unde r the supervision of a 
man employed for this purrose in connection with the other 
public schools. 
The Providence open air school is a part of 
the general school department of the city. It is located 
in a public school building and t he . school supplies are 
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furnished and the salary of the teacher paid by the 
School Corr.mi ttee . The League for the Superv1 sion 
of Tubercu~osis defrays the expense for food and the 
car fares. The children are also largely chosen by 
the nurses employed by the League. They are under 
the constant observation of a woman doc t or wh6 .is 
active in the work of the League and is also one of 
the regular medical inspect ors of the city schools. 
The school has been a thorough success from 
the start. Almost without exception the children have 
benefited greatly from the o]>en air treatment. The 
report of the first e ntire school ~rear stated that all 
of the children except one showed marked improvement. 
There was an ·average gain in weight of five pounds, the 
highest gain being fourteen pounds by a girl ten years 
of age, and the srnalle st gain for a pupil attending the 
whole year being three pounds. Moreover, there were 
gains in alertness, truthfulness, e tc., that cannot be 
measured by figures. A number of the children as their 
physical condition improved have returned to the reg-
ular schools and have been well up in their school work 
instead of being backward as they would have been had 
they rerrained in the regular schools. 
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New York City 
The first open air school to be establiEhed 
in New York City under the auspices of the Depart-
me nt of Education was started in the out door camp 
for tuberculous patients maintained by Bellevue Hos-
pital on the ferry boat Southfield. There were arrDng 
the patients a large number of children who we re re-
ceiving open air treatiMnt on the ferry boat. These 
children one day banded together and informe d the doctor 
that they wanted to have a teacher and attend school. 
When this action was reported to the Board 
of Education it was felt that so unusual a plea should 
be g1ven a prompt and favora1)1e response and in December, 
1908 the school on the ferr y boat was offjdally made 
an annex of Public c;chool l~urnber 14. 
Except for its unusual location the school on 
the ferry boat does not differ greatly from the other 
open air schools which have been described. The teacher 
i s paid and the school supplies are furnished by the 
Board of Educa tion. The children are fed and necessary 
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clothing is proVided by the Hospital authorities. The 
school _is of necessity an ungraded one and the number 
taught by one teacher is kept in the neighborhood of 
thirty. 
So successful has the school on the Southfield 
prov~d that four more open air schools have been estab-
lished, three on the . ferry boats Westfield, Middletown 
and Susquehanna and one on the roof of the Vanderbilt 
· Clinic at 6oth Street. Officially these open air schools 
are all considered to be annexes of regular public schools 
in the vicinity. 
On October 29, 19C9 the Board of Estinate and 
Apportionment granted the sum of $6500 to the Board of 
Education for the purpose of remodeling roon1s in some of 
the sc~ool buildings for use by open air classes. On 
December 22, 1909 Dr. Willi8lm H. Maxwell, Superintendent 
of Schools called a conference of medical and school 
authorities to decide how the rooms should be remodeled 
to fit them for their new use, what furniture and equip-
ment should be supplied and how children for the new 
classes should be chosen. 
As a result of this conference it was decided 
that the rraximum number of children who should be admitted 
to any one open air class should be limited to twenty-five. 
The children are to be chosen by the 
·e 
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director of the tuberculosis clinic nearest the 
school and the school principal. No child is to 
be assigned to the ope n air class until the per-
mission 0f the parents has been secured in writing. 
Children are •to be discharged from open air classes 
by the admi.tting physician on the recommendation of 
the prin~ipal. Children moving from one district 
to another are to be followed up and taken care of 
in the new district. No r ule was adopted defining 
the exact physical condition in whic h a c):ild must 
be in order to be considered a proper subj ect for open 
air treatment. It was deci ded th11t each case shall 
be consi de red separately and that the only definite 
rule to bo observed is that no open cas~s of tuber-
culo ds shall be received in these classes. 
It was ageed at the conference that the in-
takes of the regular vsntilation s ystem shan be cut 
off and ~and control of temperature prevaiJ. and that 
further the mini.rnum temperature a11 owed in the room 
shall be fifty degrees Fahrenheit. Every room is to 
be provided with twenty roovable and adjustable desks 
and chairs :md the sarne number cf regular cllairs and 
the windows are to bo provided with Ve netian blinds. 
The rooms used for · ope n air c~asses are, whenever 
possible, to be lo cated on the t~ird floor of the 
buUding in order that they may be above the dust 
level of the s t reet. 
In these open air rooms the teachers, school 
supplies, clothing, ro bes, caps, foot- warw.ers, scales 
and other equipment are to be provided by the Board of 
Education while the fco d is to be supplied by the 
Committee on the rrevention of Tuberculosis of the 
Charity Organization Society. 
The first of these open air classes was es-
tab1i shed in AprU in School Number 21 at Mo tt and 
Elizabeth St reets. The organization of these ope n air 
classes has a v1akened great popular interest in New 
York City and it is probabl y a direct result of this 
interest that in April, 1910, Park Comr.rl. s sioner Stover 
announced that he had dadden to grant sped al privi-
leges which would perm:tt chH r' ren of tr.e kinderE'arten 
classes of the public schools to pursue t hejr studies 
in the open air during the pleasant weather in Central 
Park and the other parks of Manhattan. 
.. 
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Boston 
- - -
On the sixteentr.. of Jul y , 190g, the BoFJton 
Association for the P.el:i.of and Control of Tuberculosis 
opened a school of outdoor life at Parker Hill, Rox-
bury. The equipment consisted of a lean-to used as 
a kitchen , toilet rooms 'Ni th shower baths, and a large 
tent u2ed as a dining roon1 and as a shelter in storwy 
weather. Three meals a day were served . The children 
spent the ir time caring for their vee;etable and flower 
gardens, assisting vri t h the house work, r osting and play-
ing. No fornal in s truction was attempted. I t was simply 
a day camp for tuberculous children. 
The results were so satisfactory that the 
Associ.J.ticn decided to ask the Boston School Co rrmi ttce 
to cooperate with them and estal!lish an outdoor school. 
This was readily agreed to and tho public School Conuni t.tee 
supplied the tea che r , desks, booJts, etc., while the Asso-
ciation undertcok to sur rlv t he nece ssary clo t hes, feed, 
nurse , at t e ndan ts, home instrnction and care, and the 
medical service. 
The school was held in tho tent up to January 
14, 1909. .M•ter that date it was transferred to Franklin 
Pa rk. The location was a lar ge building ori Gi nally erected 
for a ref0ctory. Upon the roof of this building the 
city and t he Association eredted an outdoor school 
room. In the room there were t we nty adjustable 
desk s and seats beside s the teacher's desk. The 
building was t went y feet, long , thirty feet wide and 
fifteen feet hi gh. The roof was covered: wi t h rubber-
reid a nd on the f our sides we re canvas curtains which 
could be lo ·.'•ered in stormy weather. 
Inside of tho building there was a ki tchon 
a nd dining room , toilet r ooms , rest rooms and an 
emergency school room. 
The children were proYilied with r e clining 
chairs and blankets, overshoes , overcoats , sitting-
out bags, and i nd ividual cups and tooth brushes . All 
c f these art j cles ·.vere nurrbered and rerna.:ilned the property 
o f U:e children wh:ile they were in the s chool. If 
the children's outer clothing be car:le damp on the way 
to school i .t was repla ced during school hours by those 
belonging to t he school . 
The chi1dren arr :i ved at eight-thirty and had 
breakfast. Le s sons began i mmediately a fterwards. De-
tails of children cleared the tables, washed and dded 
the di she s. The time between brea'Y: fast and dinner was 
devoted to regular grade wor'l<: divided intc t wenty minute 
periods. Dinner was served a t twelve-thirty and the 
child!en tel ped to set the t able and serve t he food. 
After dinner there was a r es t period for one hour 
and then school work was re surr:ed. 
At four-thirty a light supper was served 
and at five the children returned home . 
Cleanliness was insisted upon and the chil-
dren were re quired t o wash their hands and faces be-
fore each meal and brush the1r teeth afterwards. 
The children were we j ~hed and had their t em-
perature taken every day. The Asso'ciation nurse took 
them to the dental clinic to h~ve t heir teeth put in 
order, to the eye and ear i nfirmary to ge t glasses for 
those who need the m, to other hospitals as needed , and 
made rrovision in settle n~nt houses or public ba ths 
for bathing at least once a week. 
The scho ol was 'kept open on Saturdays and dur-
ing the holidays under the super vision of a kinder-
garten tea.ch.e r supplied by the Asso ciation. 
All of the children in the Boston school had 
ori.gi nall y shown distinct physical sic;ns in the lungs bu t 
no distinct or rr:ar'ked open cases were admitted. 
The children who were able to do so brought 
ten ce nts each iay to hel p defray the cost of t he food. 
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In the cases whe re the family was too poor tc do 
this t he money was surplied by some charity. 
The r esults of the school were most satis-
factory. Up to June 1909, of the forty- one children 
who had been in the school one month or mora twenty-
three had their tubercular processes arrested and 
returned to the regular public schools and in each 
case wi thout loss to t he ir school standing. From an 
educational point of view the results vmre equa1ly 
satisfa ctory, the children became more alert mentally 
and showed considerable incrGase in attention to ~~rk. 
'l'hey i mproved in manners, were neater, cleaner, more 
orderly and their parents ren:arked on these changes. 
While the combi ned public and private support 
had i n t he ~ain proved thoroughly satisfactory i t 
seemed best for r:1an y reascnt"J to reorganize the school ~o 
that it · should be entirely under municipal authority! 
This has a c cordingly been done and a t the present time 
the school is maintained by the Consumptives' Hospital 
Department of the city and tho School Committee to go ther. 
The Hosrital Department furnishes transportaticn, food, 
etc. , while t he School Co mmi t t ec olocts the teachGrs , 
pays tr. eir :3alaries , and furn:i shos school supplies , books, 
desl: s, etc. 
The children are selected by the school nurses. 
Each child is examined at the out-pat:i.ents' department 
of the Boston Consumptives' Hospital, and :is admitted 
to the school only upon the evidence of tuberculosis. 
The school in Franklin Park has proved so 
successful and has a t tracted so much favorable comment 
that the Boston School Conmittee requested its special 
advisory committee on school hygiene to report on the 
advisabil :ity of eetabl ishing open air rooms generally, 
the tyt:e of such rooms and proper number of child ron 
for whom they would be desirable. It was requested that 
the following points be covered: -
1. The method of selecting children needing 
to be placed in such rooms 
2. The symptoms of such need that ehould be 
espec:i.ally called to the attent:i.crt of the teaching 
force 
3. The sort of rooms that should be used for 
this pUrJ.lOse 
4. Whether or not tho windows of such rooms 
should te open all the time, and if not, what excep-
tions should be rrade 
5. What special clothing, if any, should be pro-
vided for children placed in these rooms 
6. Whether or not there are teachers whose 
physical condttion would be benefited by assignment to 
such rooms 
7. Whether or not it would be desirable to have 
teachers and school nurses make special inqviry into 
the horra condjtions of children needing such treatment. 
The advisory committee rer.orted that such 
"health rooms" ahouJd not be confused with present 
provisions for the mentally deficient or the tuber-
culous (by no means generally established) and that 
a sharp distinction should be maintained between 
them, It felt that the "health rooms" should be 1 irrd ted 
to those physicaJly debi1:1 tated. Its reconmendatiorjs, 
in brief were as follows: 
The advisory committee :is unanimously of the 
opinion that it is desirable to establish open air rooms 
in school buildings for those children who are physically 
below normal in developmen t . 
That in the establishment of such opon air r ooms 
sunlight, perferably direct sunshine, as well as fresh 
open air, is necessary. 
That in the assignment of children to those 
special rooms, the medical inspectors, the school nurses, 
and the tea chers should select those who are anaewic, who 
are undersized and below the normal weight for their hei ght, 
those showing evidence of glandular enlargement, and those 
who return to school after a long convalescence from illness. 
In this connect i on, the advisory comndttee wishes 
to emphasize the great value of weighing and measuring the 
school children, as this will furnish one of the most trust-
worthy guides to the selection of those who are physically 
below normal. 
That in the present school kd.laings, at least in 
the overcrowded sections of the city, rooms suitable for the 
purpose of these classes should be located :i.n the upper 
stories of the building with a southe rn exposure, :in order 
to · furnish the necessary maxi.mum of sunlieht without w11ich 
any room of this type must be uncomfortable, cheerless, and 
lacking in a most essential qua] i ty, 
Tn buildings where the roof offers an oppcr-
tul1ity for outdoor use ' shacks and 0 ther pro vi siena should 
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be establi.shed to carry out the purrc·se of those 
recommendaUons. The comnittee does not enter here 
into the details of this utiliza tion of the roofs of 
school buildings because it understands that a report 
dealing in a spec:ial manner with this phase of the pro-
blem is to form a separate co~munication from the ad-
visory co nndttee to the school committee at an early 
date. 
The conm;i ttee strongly recommends that in all 
future school buildings a room especia11 y adapted for 
the purpose herein ou: lined shall be included in the plans 
and accepted by the school con~ittee. Further details 
on tr..is recomr.-Jendat:i.on are also to fO:.rm a part of the 
committee's special report. 
In special rooms designated as health rooms 
to be established in buildings now in use, arrangerrsnts 
should be made for tha widest use of open windows, in 
order that the maximum amount of fresh air may find access 
to every part of such rooms. 
That sui.table protection for the teet and l egs 
is necessary in all open air school rooms. A sort of 
sleeping bag , so-called, is the most pract:ical. 
The committee believes that there are undoubted-
ly teachers whose physi cal conditi on wo1.1ld be benefited 
by assignment to such rooms. 
That in the carrying out of the health measures 
herei.n outlined, the serv1ces of the school nurses are 
most valuable and would i"r.crease greatly in t he homos the 
effici&-ncy of the work undertaken in the school rooms for 
the health of the chil dren. 
It wil1 be noted that these open a i r rooms 
are not to be for tuberculous children but rather for 
those suffering from anaemia and rralnutrition, and those 
who are convalescing from recent illnesses. The candidates 
fer these classes are selected by the room teachers and 
nurses and su 'bmi tted to the med:ical inspector for Una l 
decision. The re are in the public schools of Boston 
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90,000 children. The first selection of pupils for 
the open air classes took place in the early part of 
the school year 1909-10. 5043 children or about ~­
per cent of the entire membership were chosen by 
the teachers and nurses as requiring open air treat-
ment. When these children were re-examined by the 
school physicians the decision was endorsed in the 
cases of 44S9 of them, or almost 5 per cent of the 
entire nernbership. 
These figures are especially interesting for 
they are unique. They seem to indicate that in large 
cities about five per cent of the school children are 
in such debilitated condition physically as to need 
such treatrr~nt as that afforded by special schools of 
the open air type. 
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Chicago 
Chicago's first outdoor school for tuber-
culous children was made possible through the joint 
cooperat:i.on of the Board of Education and the Chicago 
Tuberculosis Inst"ltute. The school 1ias opened dur-
ing the first week of August, 1909, on the grounds of 
one of tllre public schools. The bui1ding's equipl!lent 
and teaching staff were furnished by the Board of Edu-
cation while the selection of t he children, food supply, 
cook, nurse and medical servi.ce were assumed by the 
Tuberculosi s Institute. A large shelter tent and thirty 
reclining chairs were secured for outdoor use and a 
range, cookin f utensils, table ware, kitchen and dining 
room tables and i.cebox were';stal led in the baserrent of 
the school building. The principal and twc teachers 
were supplied by the Board of Education. 
The Tuberculosis Institute placed one of its 
nurses on half tin~ attendance at the school to watch 
the temperature, weight, pulses and general condition of 
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the pupils. Of the thirty children chosen for the 
experiment seventeen had pulmonary tuberculosis in 
its first stages, two had tuberculous glands and 
eleven were pronounced pre-tuberculous. None had 
passed to the "open"infectious stage but two-thirds 
of them showed a temperature range frow 99 to 100.2 
on admittance. Tho school ~~s open for one w~nth 
and during that tin~ the daily program was similar to 
those already described in the cases of outdoor schools 
in other cities. The children received plenty of 
fresh air, good food, rest and conmon sense school work. 
The results of this short experiment were 
thoroughly satisfactory. The chi.ldren made rna.rY.ed gain 
in weight and practically all showed normal temperature. 
The general condition was greatly improved. 
The oxperi.ment attracted a great deal of a t tent1on 
and discussion in the city and there were rrany who thought 
tha t while it was all very well as a wann weather enter-
prise it could never be conducted during the colder months. 
It seemed to those who had the interests of the new school 
at heart that it was very desirable to conv1.nce these 
doubters that open air schools could be successfully con-
ducted all the year round. This was wade possible by a 
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grant nade by the trustees of the Elizabeth McCormick 
Mernor'lal Fund to the United CharH:ies. 
Again in cooperat:ion w:ith the Board of Edu-
cation the new school was started in the fall of 1909 
on the roof of the Mary Crane :Nursery BuiJ,dine;. This 
measures about 40 by 70 feot. A portion of this place 
measuring about 30 by 50 feet has been enclosed by a 
fence nade of wire netting and in the enclosure there 
has been erected a sort of permanent tent rrade of as-
bestos board so t hat it is fire proof and can withstand 
wind and storm. The windows abou~ tho sides lift so 
that there is an open zone arcund the tent. In fair 
vrea ther the ch:ildren take their. rest hour in the open. 
Meals are served in the dining room two floors below 
and tho daily bath is taken in batb-roorr;s in the bui1d:l.ng 
proper. 
This was probably the onl y school in the city 
of Chicago where the boys and girls refused to take a 
vacat:lon during the last Christmas holidays. It is 
reported that they all came back asking that the school 
go on during the vacation time and their request was granted .• 
In Chicago the experiment of the oper. air school 
has resulted ir. t he development of st:ill another type of 
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educati.on in the open air. The principal who had 
charge of the open air school which was maintained 
during the summer of 19QC) continued experin~enting 
in his own building after the regular school year 
opened. Begi r..ning in the early fall he regularly 
left the windows of two school rooms wide open and 
continued the work with a much lower temperatu re than 
that con~nly maintai~ed in school houses. These 
cpen air school rooms are not designed for tuberculous 
children or fer any other clas s . The experiment was 
based on the feeling that what is good for the de-
bilitated and unsuccessful might rea sonably be supposed 
to benefit bright and normal pupils. When nece s sary 
the children in these fresh air rooms retain their 
outdoor wraps. The t emperature is not allowed to drop 
to the freezing point but it is left much lower than 
that of the other roo ms . The re gular sch ool seats and 
desks have been replaced by chaj ra a nd tables and tho 
childr en are encouraged to tal~ e much more exerc:ise in 
the shape of play tha!P. is perr.dt t ed by the traditional 
school re gime. 
So far the results of this experiment have 
been encouraging. A physical examination of the pupils 
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was held after ejght weeks of fresh air instruction. 
The test was made on the :proposition that the child 
with a stepped or runnir;g nose is handicapped in 
his effo r ts to learn. Among the ninety pupils in 
the two rooms two were found with running noses. 
In the next two rooms warmed in the usual manner there 
were found fcrty cases of nasal discharge. The evi-
dence in favor of the open air treatment could scarcely 
be more striking. 
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Hartford, Connecticut 
In the summer of 19C9 the Hartford Socie ty 
for the Prevention of Tubercula sis established a 
camp and an outdoor school in one of the city parks. 
Forty-one children were admitted during the summer. 
They were mostly frail and anaemic and wei ghed on the 
average eleven pounds below the normal weight fer 
their ages. The children who ren~ined in the camp 
nine weeks or over gained on the average six pounds 
during that time while a marked improvemmt was shown 
in the condition of those who rerrainod for a shorter 
period. 
In view of the favorable results obtained, 
the city granted an appropria. t.ion to support the worl: 
ann ir the first week of .January, 1909, the open air 
scllool held its first session in a tent near a J eased 
buildi.ng used for evening and vacation schools. The 
school is supported by the city school derartment and 
the Socie ty for the Preven tion of Tuberculosis in co-
opera tlon. The city pays for ins true tion and equip-
ment and t he Society provides warm clothing and the 
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necessary meals. 
The school has an inexpensive and excellent 
t:lant. It has a house fo·r indoor sleeping in case 
of too severe weather and a large army t ent with 
desks on its board floor as its school room. The en-
rollment is between thirty and forty and t here is a 
head teacher and an assistant teacher. 
!n the f1rst ten weeks the school accomplished 
sorre splendid results. The average gain in wei ~ht was 
five pounds. The gain in disposition towards study and 
play was notable and the children easily kept up with 
their regular school classes. 
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Other Cities 
At least one more ope :. air school has been 
opened by a departnent of educat1on. This school ~~s 
opened in the city of Ro chester, New York, in October 
1909. There is so far 1 i t tle available infornnt ion 
concerning this school. 
There is at least one open air school being 
supported entirely from priva t e funds. This is located 
in Pittsburg and it was started in February 1909 by 
the Civic Club of t hat city. The school is located 
on one of the porches of the Pl.ttsburg Sana torium. 
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RESULTS 
From a physical point of view the testi-
mony as to the results of open air schools is all 
on one side. From C'rermany, England a11d America come 
unqualified endorsements with scarcely a dissenting 
note. 
The report of the work in the Charlo t ten-
burg school tells us that the physical results were de-
cidedly satisfactory. This is rroved, first, by the 
improved general app0arance of the children, and secondly, 
by the resul ts · of individual physical examinations. 
After a few ;veeks a great improvement in the general con-
dition of the children was manifested with regard to 
appe tite, attention, gen@ral tempermen t and appearance. 
The final medica1. exar1inat1on at the end of three months 
gave the followin g results: 
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Scrofulous Heart Pulrronary 
Anaemia, disoases diseases diseases 
3l.i- Children 3S children 14 children 21 children 
Aggravated 1 1 
Unchanged 9 g 7 3 
Improved 11 22 7 g 
Cured 13 g 4 
To tal number cured 
and i mproved 24 30 7 12 
(improved only) 
Tho table shows that among one hundred and seven cases 
the result of tho school was a decided improvement or com-
plete cure in seventy-three cases. 
To these favorable results must be added the in-
crease in weight shown by the ch1ldren. nn the average 
this was be tween six and seven pounds a ch:i.ld, or roughly 
about one-half pound per weok . Many children increased 
by eight pounds and eleven of them showed increases of 
between eleven and eighteen pounds. 
It was also shown that the children 1 s poVIers 
of resistance had been greatly enhanced by their life in 
the open air so that although the month of October was 
exceptionally cold and wet none of the children suffered 
from colds or similar indispos:l.tions. From a medical 
point of view these favorable results have teen attained 
by the simplost n~ans; namely, being constantly in the 
open air, the action of sunlight, baths, simple but reg-
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ular food and school instruction diminished both 
in the number of hours and in tho numbor of pup:il s 
to a teache r. 
The te s timony from the other f'.erman schools 
is similar to that from Charlottenburg. The results 
of the Mulhausenburg experiment have been very sa tis-
factory. The children have increased in weight, im-
proved in strength, energy and mental aler~ness. 
The first reports from Gladbach cover only 
the short period of two months, but even this short 
session worked wonders with the chilnren as regards in-
crease in weight, improved appearance, and boil.il y and 
rr.enta1 acUvi ty. 
In establishing the school at Bostall Wood 
the I.ondon County Council had in vi.ew two objects; first, 
to benefit the children physically, and secondly, to 
prevent educational lo s3 while they were undergoing special 
t reatment. It is beyond question that the school attained 
both of these objects. Physical improvement was shmm by 
their greater muscular a bility and enhanced physical 
and mental endurance. 
During the thirteen weeks that tho school was 
in session the children gai~ed on the average six and a 
half pounds a piece in weight. As in the case of the 
Charlottenburg work tr.is is equal to half a pound 
per week per child. The greatest increase was nearly 
fourteen pounds. In the case of the J,onclon chil -
dren the increase was greatest during the latter part 
of the time av:'lragi.ng during the last four weeks near-
ly one pound per week per child. It is notew·orthy 
that both in the Bostall Wood school and the one at 
Charlo ttenburg the increase in weight amounted on the 
average to one-half a pound per child each week, al-
though in the case of Charlottenburg the children re-
ceived five meals a day and did much less work and 
walking than did the London children. 
How the children impro•:ed in weight is very 
impressively shown in the case of some of the individ-
uals. For example Kathleen U. aged eleven, was a very 
anaemic child. When she was admitted to the school dur-
ing the second week she weighed a little less than 
sixty-eight and a half ponnds. She gained weight steadily 
and rapidly until the seventh week when she weighed 
seventy-seven pounds. During the eighth week she was 
absent and lost nearly a pound in weight. Upon return-
ing to school she immediately be gan to regain the lost 
ground and when weighed agai.n at the end of the tenth 
week had attained a weight of nearly eighty pouncls. The 
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history of the case is shown in the diagram in which 
the he.avy line shows the incre a se in weight from week 
to week. The falling off caused by the a bsence dur-
ing the eighth wee k is very noti ceable. It would be 
hard to get more convincing evidence of the value of 
the out door schools. 
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Chart showing gain in weight of Kathleen during six 
weeks, loss during t\ro weeks of absence and gain upon 
returning to school . 
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The case of Kathleen H. was by no means 
exceptional. Many of the other childn:m showed very 
sim:i.lar histories. A si milar chart shows ho -,v Arthur W. 
increased rapidly in walght fro m the first to the 
fifth weel, lost severely during the sixth week when 
he was absen t and upon returning to school regaineg 
much of the lost ground. 
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Chart showing gain in weight of Arthur during five 
weeks, loss during two weeks of absence and gain 
upon returning to school 
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Convincing evidence as to the effect of 
the school life on nutrition is furnished by the 
res'.ilt s of the Haemoglobin test. The r ed color of 
the blood is due to the presence in t he red blood 
corpuscles of a chemical substance known as Haemo-
globin. This subst.ance plays a very important part 
in carrying the oxygen from the air in the lungs 
to all tho ti ssues of the body, and the proportion 
in which it is present in the blcod is a valuable 
indica tor of the degree of aenemia present, and the 
condjtion of the child's health. 
The improvement produced in this respect is 
most interesting . The ~Taemoglobin test showed the :p e r-
centage among the boys on. ad mission as 74.8, tho nor~al 
percentage being 100. Five weeks later the percentage 
among the same boys was 30.1, an increase of 5. 3. The 
:percentage ar.1ong the c;irls upon a dmission 7ras 75.6. 
Five weeks l a ter it was 81.2, an increase of 5.6. 
Results in the Thackley open air school mai r..-
tained by the city of Bradford for nine wee lrs during the 
fall of 1908 are fully as convincir..g and consistent as 
those already discus sed. The report of the school speaks 
in glowing t e rms of the improvement of the ch:i.ldren in 
appearance, expression and alertness. 
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A summary of tho results with respect to 
increase in weight, Haemoglobin percentage and chest 
measurement offers convincing tesUmony of the value 
of the work: -
BOYS 
number - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19 
Ages - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 to 11 years 
Ave rage Age - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6. 7 year s 
Average weight on admission- - - - - - - - -43.25 lbs. 
Average weight ntne weoks later - - - - - - -lt6.25 lbs. 
Average increase - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 lbs. 
Average Haemoglobin percentage on admission -76 
Average Haemoglobin percentage nine weeks 
later - gg 
Average increase in Haemoglobin percentage - 10 
Average chest measurement at full in-
spiration on admission - · ~ - 23.3 inches 
Average chest measurement at full in-
spiration nine weeks later - - -24.3 inches 
Average increase in chest rooasurement - - - - 1 inch 
GIRLS 
Number - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21 
Ages - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 to 12 years 
Aver age age - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8. 5 years 
Average weight on admission - -- - - - - - - 44.5 1 bs. 
Average weight nine weeks later - - - - - - 50.2 lbs. 
Average increase - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5.7 lbs. 
Average Haemoglobin percentage on admi ssion -SO 
Average rraemoglobin percentage nine vreoks 
later - 90 
Average i ncrease in Haemoglobin percentage - 10 
Average chest measurement at full in-
sr iration on admission - - - - - ·- - - -23 inches 
Average chest measurement at full in~­
spiration nino weeks later -
Average increase in chest measuren'ent -
24 inches 
1 inch 
In general the children gained weight very 
rapidly during the first four weeks and than some-
what less rapidly during the succeeding five weeks, 
The school was closed on the thirtieth of October. 
The records of the children showed that in the ne!X:t 
two weeks they fell off s!'larply in weight and then 
started sJowly to gatn agaj n. The whole story is 
shown graphically in the following chart in which tho 
average weekly gain is sh8wn by tho heavy black line. 
It will be noted that it rises steadily and rapidly 
during the month of September, conUnues to rise but 
more slowly during October, and then falls off sharply 
after the school was closed, 
' \ 
\ 
I 
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Chart showing the average weekly gain in weight 
of children attending Bradford open air recovery 
school. Dotted line shows average increase in 
weight of children similar to these in ordinary 
schools. 
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The heavy dotted line indicates roughly 
the approximate average i .ncrease which takes place 
in the schools of Bradford in the case of s:i.milar 
children under ordinary concli tions. The notable 
feature is, of course , how lm.lch more rapid the gain 
is under healthful conditions imposed by the outdoor 
school. 
Turning now to America we find it much 
me re difficult to secure definite accounts in quanti-
tative terms of the r e sults of the out door school 
wC' rk. In gen0ral the r ecord s .in our schools have not 
been so carefully l< ept nor are they so full in scope 
as the foreign ones. 
I n Chicago . the first outdoor school . was opened 
for tuberculous children on August 3, 1909 and was kept 
open for one month. The re were thirty children in 
attendance, seventeen of whom were a bove normal age for 
the gr a des they were in. The results of this short ex-
periment were as fellows: 
The total gain in weight for the t hirty 
children was one hundred and thirteen and 
a half pounds, the r ange b~ing from one to 
·seven pounds . 
When tho children were admitted to the 
school twenty of t he m showed a t empe rature 
ranging from 99 to 100.2 degrees. On dis-
charge only ~No showed te~porature above 
99, while all the rest were practi.cally normal. 
The general condition of all was impr oved. 
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Principal William E. Watt of the Graham School 
has the following to say ~bout the results of the cold air 
room experiment already described: 
"The children are delighted to breathe pure air 
all day in school and out. They are not compelled to stay 
in the room but there are nany more clamoring to get in. 
It has been a most successful elf'periment. Pupils have been 
cured of catarrh, swollen glands have been reduced to nonnal 
size and tubercular symptoms have disappeared, Their re-
sistance to disease has been raised and they are much more 
healthy." 
One most impressive set of definite data has been 
gathered from the record cards of the children in the 
Providence school. This school was opened in January 1907 
and individual records of the pupils have been kept con-
tinuously up to the present time. One portion of these 
records consists of the results of the haemoglobin tests. 
How these have fluctuated for the entire class for a period 
of a year and a half is shmm graphically in the following 
diagram: 
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Chart showing the results of the haemoglobin t ests i n the 
open air class Providence, Rhode Island, Rapid improve-
went for six rrlonths, falling off during vacation, and 
improvement during following school year 
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The chart shows that when the school opened 
in January the haemoglobin percentage was a little less 
than 74. The solid line shows how this percentage rose 
st~adily until it almost reached S4 at the close of the 
school year in June. Then the children went to their 
homes for the long smnrner vacation and the dotted line 
shows how their haemoglobin percentage fell during that 
time until it almost reached the 74 per cent level again. 
When the open air classes began again in September the 
haemoglobin percentage began to rise, nearly reaching the 
79 per cent level by the end of January and climbing al-
most to S4 per cent by the c.lose of the year iri June. 
The result is consistent with those already 
cited. Physical gains among the pupils of these schools 
are rapid and constant while they are in attendance. Their 
losses when they are absent are immediately marked and upon 
returning their gains begin at once. 
In an account of the Providence outdoor school by 
Walter H. Small, then Superintendent of Schools of the city, 
published in the Journal of Outdoor Life for March 1909, the 
results are sunEe d up in the following conclusing paragraph: 
"More visitors have called upon this school than any 
other in the city. Begun as an experin~nt it has proved its 
worth and i-s ·· not now experimental. Arranged for twenty pupils, 
it contains all grades from the beginning to the highest 
elementary school grade. 
• 
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Not all grades are present at once. The school en-
rollment is varying and the work is necessarily 
individual. . F.ach does what he can; he is not urged; 
but he sits in the sun, keeps healthfully busy, 
drinks in fresh air, and grows stronger physically 
and mre alert mentally. To see the color come into 
the cheeks and the srarkle into tho aye and to see 
tho emaci a ted form fill out convinces those close to 
the work that it pays abundantly." 
I n the school maintainod for tuberculous 
children in Franklin Park in Boston the medical results 
were most satisfactory. Up to .June 14, 1903 forty-one 
child"en had been at tho schcol for one month or more. 
Twenty-three of them had had their tubercular processes 
arrested and had returned to the regular public schools 
and in each case without loss in their school work. Cf 
the twenty-three arrested cases all are known to be we11 
now and pr esent no rhysica1 signs in the lungs except 
two. 
From an educational point of view the results 
have also been most satisfactory. The children became 
mora alert mentally and showed considerable increase in 
attention to work. They improved in appearance, were 
neater and cleaner, had bet t er nanners and were ll'Dre order-
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ly and their parents remarked at these changes. 
One of the most rewarkable results of all 
of the open air schools has bean tho demonstration 
of the fact that many of the ordinary classroom sub-
jects can be taught more efficiently in tho opon air. 
This is brought about through intelligently seiz:i.ng 
on the unique oprortunit:ies offered by the immediate 
environment of the school as working material for 
impart:i.ng :knowledge . For example, in Charlot ten burg 
in teaching arithn8tic the children are provided first 
of all with tape measures and are encouraged to use 
them as much as possible. The:;~ measure the ground and 
various objects, count the trees, calct1late spaces, etc. 
Every e f fort is made to avoid the mere munipulation of 
fi gures and to brine; the arithmetical instruction in 
touch with actual condi t:ions and di me nsj_ons. 
The teaching of geoe;raphy greatly benefj ts 
by outdoor methods. Relief maps are constructed in sand , 
the configuration of the surrounding country exp1ained, 
mountain ranges made to sce~e, and almost all geo-
graphical definition s s~itably illustra ted. The action 
of runn:tng water upon ri ver banls, the carriage of sus-
pended mineraJ. matter · by river A, the s1ltin g up of river 
bods , the formation of de1tas , the cause s of floods, the 
means of ird£ation are brought horoo to the chiJ dren's minds 
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with the greatest ease. 
The lives of plants, an:i.mals and in-
sects are shown alnost from birth to death anu the 
children are trained to study and observe but not 
to destroy harmless anir.1als and insect life. The 
decomposition of rocks and the formation of soils 
are studied at first hand. In connection wi th nature 
study a lare.;e amount of weather observations and 
study of the heavens are also carried on. 
The children are taught to look upon them-
salves as a large family and are trained to exerci se 
all the virtues necessary for ordered life in the com-
munities. It i s :im}'ressed upon them that school build-
ine;s and grounds have been loaned to them f0r their 
benef:i t and that they must restore them :in the same con-
d:i.t:ion that they found them so other ch:l.ldren may re-
ceive the same advantages. 
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FEEDING 
Those who have had in charge the organization 
and administration of opon air schools have aloo st 
without exception agreed that one of the most important 
factors in succe ssful worl; of this type i s wholesome 
and adequate feeding. As to just how this feeding shall 
be carried out there is considerable diversity of opin-
ion and practice. 
In Germany the best practice sanctions frequent 
feeding arr~unting almost to what is tern~d forced feeding. 
Five meal s a day are regular] y gi van. 
The daily routine in Charlottenberg is as follows: 
The children arrive at about a quarter to eight and receive 
a bowl of soup and a slice of bread and butter. Classes 
co~enc at eight with an interval of five minutes after 
every half hour's instruction. At ten o'clock the children 
receive one cr two glasses of milk and another slice of 
bread and butter. Dinner is served at half past twelve 
and consists of about three ounces of meat with vegetables 
and soup. After dinner the children rest or sleep for two 
hours. At four o'clock milk, rye bread and jam are given. 
The last meal consists of soup and bread and butter and is 
given at a quarter to seven after which the children re-
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turn home. The exrendi ture for the feeding amounts 
to about twelve cents per day por child. Poor chil-
dren are excused from paying and the others pay in 
full or in part according to the circumstances of 
their parents. 
At Mulhausen four meals a day are provided at 
eit;ht and ten-thirty A. M. and one and six P. M. 
In the Gladbach school tho children are given 
brealdast, 1 unch, supper and half a pint of milk. I.tmch 
consists of soup, moat and two vegetables. The expend-
iture per day per child amounts to about fourteen cents. 
The food is supplied from a neighboring sanitorium which 
makes it much cheaper than it would o therw1 se be. 
The same plan is followed in the school at 
Elberfeld where the food is supplied from a neighboring 
convalescent home. The children receive five meals a 
day which include one quart of milk per child. The ex-
penditure for feeding amounts to something less than 
sixteen cents a day per child. It is borm partly by the 
parents and partly by the charitable organization which 
manages the convalescent horne. 
When the first English school was opened at 
Bostall Wood it was decided that the children should be 
suy:plied with three good meals a day. The food was pre-
pared at a Cookery center about a quarter of a mile from 
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the Wood. A cook and two helpers were employed and 
food was taken to the Wood in order that the children 
might have tMir meals in the open air. They re-
ce:i.ved breakfast at nine A. M. immediately after arr1.v-
ing; dinner at half past twelve; biscuits and fruit 
at three-thirty and tea at five-thirty. The dietary 
was as fol1 ows: 
Breakfast on arrival - Oatmeal porridge (mediurr. Scotch meal) 
Syrup 
:Milk, 1/2 pint 
Dinner at 12:30 P. M. - Meat (4 ozs.) Fish occasionally. 
Potatoes (6 Ozs.) 
Green vegetables in quantity 
Pudding (6 ozs.), in rotation - -
Suet pudding and treacle 
Milk pudding 
Stewed fruit, or fruit in batter, 
or boiled rice 
3:30 P. M. Fruit or biscuit 
Tea, 4:45 to 5:15 P.M. Weak tea (mo s tly milk) 
Bread and butter 
Jam, or syrup; twice a weok 
Cake, or currant bread and butter; 
twice a •tlfeok 
The good conduct of tho children at rr.eal times 
was particularly notice~ble. Before the close of the term 
they acquired a taste for good food and such a diet as oat 
to. 
meal porridge and green vegetables which they were not accum-
tomed and refused to eat during tho opening days of the experi-
ment. 
At the Thackley school at Bradford onl)r three meals 
a day were provided. The physician in charge did not approve 
of tho C'rt:~rman practice of supplying food more frequently. 
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For breakfast at nine o'clock the children had porridge, 
syrup, half a pint of mi1k, brown or white bread and 
butter. The first n:orning many of the children refused 
to oat the porridge or would take only a mouth full or 
two. In a few mornings, however, it was enjoyed by 
practically all of them. Dinner can~ at 12:30 and was 
coo ked on the premises. The rrenu varied from day to day 
the first and second courses being chosen from among 
the fo11cwing: 
FIRST COURSE - - Scotch Barley Broth; Tomato Soup; 
Meat and Potato Hash; Shepherd's Pie, Gravy and Green Peas 
(or Carrots and Turni.ps); Yorl; shire Pudding, with Gravy and 
Green Peas; Cottage Pie (meat and potato, with crust) and 
Green Peas; Stewed Beef, with Onions, Carrots and Turnirls; 
Stewed Fish, Parsley Sauce, Mashed Potatoes and Green Peas. 
SECOND COURSE-- Sultana or Jam Rely-Poly Pudding; 
Fruit Tart; Baked Currt:+nt Pudding and swoot Sauce; Baked 
Jam Roll; Boiled Fruit Pudding (Plum or .Apple); Milk Pudding 
in variety with Stewed Fruit; Boiled Rice and Sultanas; 
Cornflour Blancrr~ge. 
Tea at 5 P. M. con~isted of Milk (1/2 pin t ); 
Bread (brown or w}1i te); Butter or .Jam; \VholE•meal Cal:e 
occasionally. 
American practice up to the present time has differed 
li ttlo from that of the English and C-arman schools. In the 
open air school maintained in Chicago durine; the summer of 
1909 the children reached the school at 3:30 A. M. Their 
first duty was to give their faces and hands a thorough wash-
ing. Breakfast was served at nine o 'clod: in the school base-
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ment. This consisted of well cooked cereal or shredded 
whoat, e ggs in some form, bread, butter, mi1k and ofton 
some kind of fruit. At first liberal amounts of cream 
were given with the breal:fast food but experience soon 
showed that too much cream was unpo:r;ular. It was a new 
article of diet and the children did not like H. In 
thi s as wall as in other articles of diet it was found 
that the simple foods well cooked and nutritious such as 
had come under their range of experience at homo were 
far more acceptable than a more fastidious bill of fare. 
At 10:45 in the forenoon refreshment of milk or 
eggnog was served. At first raw eggs were tried but after 
a near-revolt on the part of tho children various devices 
were practiced to disguise the taste ·of the egg. 
At 12:30 came dinner which was the heavy :meal of 
the day, usually consisting of mea t or fish, potatoe s and 
one other vegetable followed by pudding, fru:its, cookies or 
soma other sweets. 
At three o'clock came the mid-afternoon refresh-
ment 6f milk or eggnog and at five o'clock supper was served 
consisting cf bread and butter, scrambled eggs or some sim-
ilar food, custards or stewed fruit. The cost for feeding 
including three meals and two r~f'reshr.B-nt s per day was ju'St 
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under thirty cents par day per child. 
At the Providence school no attempt at full 
feed:i.ne; is rrada. Tho children arrive at the school at 
nine in the morning and the session closes at 2:30 in 
the afternom;.. At 10:30 they have a recess during which 
they are given hot soup. At twelve o'clocl: they all 
are seated about tables, eat whatever lunch they have 
brought and in addition are given a hot pudding such 
as tapioca or rice served with cream and hot chocolate 
or cocoa nade with milk. The menu for one wee}: was as 
follows: 
MONDAY: 10:30: beef soup with rice. 12: 
pudding, cream of wheat, 3 quarts of ndlk, 6 eggs, served 
with cream; chocolate, all milk. 
TUESDAY: 10:30: beef soup with macaroni. 12: 
pudding , tapioca, 2 quarts milk, 6 eggs, whipped cream; 
chocolate, all milk. 
WEDNESDAY: 10:30: tomato bisque soup. 12: rice 
pudding, 3 quart s milk, 6 eggs, served with cream; chocolate, 
all m:ilk. 
THURSDAY. 10:30: beef soup with vegetables. 12: 
baked farina pudding, 3 quarts milk, 6 eggs, cream; chocolate, 
all milk. 
FRIDAY. 10:30: pea soup. 12: prune pudding , 3 
quarts m1lk, 6 eggs, served with cream; cocoa, all milk. 
The school maintained in Boston during 1906-9 
was of a distinctly different type from the one at :Providence. 
Roston's school was for tuberculous children. They wore 
present several hours longer than were the Providence chil-
dren and a much more def:inite atterr~t was rrade to supply them 
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w~th complete and adequate meals. The daily routi.ne 
with respect to feeding wao as follows: The children 
arrived at the school at 8:30 and had breakfast. Aft.er 
breakfast all but four were ready to begin lessons. 
These four remaining in the dining room cleared the 
tables, wanhed and dried the dishes, etc. At 12:30 
dinner was served and aga1.n the chilC.ren helped to set 
and wait on the table. At 4:30 a light suppor was served 
and at five o'clock the children returned home. Clean-
liness was insisted upon and one of the rules of the 
school was that faces and har..ds must be washed before 
and teeth brushed after each meal. The diet was a simple 
one and so planned as to give vadety and the proper 
annunt of the dHferent food consti±uents. The following 
are two simple menus with their approxirr.ate food value: 
BRE.A.KF AST. 
Cocoa, bread and butter , sliced banana . 
LUNCHEON 
Stew of rice and r.JU tton, bread and butter. t.Iilk, dessert, fi gs. 
SUPPER 
Milk, gingerbread. 
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Amt. Carbo-
oz. Pr oteid Fat hydrate Calories 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - -----
Cocoa (2 cups) 18 oz. 19.06 23.42 37.36 451.17 
Bread 4 10.50 1.3 59.70 301. 
Butter 1 .24 23.7 221. 
Banana (1) 3-4 . 85 .42 15. 20 77 .lg 
Rice and rrutton 10 46.S 29.2 37.00 619. 
Brend 2 5.2 .06 2<).3 150. 
Figs (3) 2 2.61 .H~ 45.11 
Milk (3 glasses) 26 24.93 30.22 37.77 532. 
Gingerbread 2 5.22 5.73 40.3 235 .6 
----- - - - - - -- ---- -· ---- - - - - - -
63 115.41 . 119.23· 302.74 2539.95 
BR~.AY.FAST 
Cocoa, Graham gems, bu t ter, stewed prunes 
LUNCHBClN 
Creame d codfish, mashed potato , bre ad , milk, dates and Jj.uts. 
ffiJPPER 
Milk , cracke rs and cream cheese 
Am t . Carbo-
o z . Proteid Fat Hydrate Calories 
Cocoa ( 2 cups) 
Bread 
Butter 
Graham gems 
(Dry) prunes 
Crnarned codfish 
Ma:shed pota t o 
Peanuts i n shells 
Dates ( 6) 
Cracker s 
Cheese 
Milk ( 3 glasses) 
15 
2 
.1 
4 
1 
lj. 
4 it 
2 
5/g 
26 5/ S 
66 
19.06 
5.2 
. 24 
7.5 
.1~ 
19. 
3. 
7. 
.31 
4.64 
4. 22 
24.93 
23.42 
.o6 
23.7 
3. 
9· 5. 
10. 5 
.3 
3.20 
5.49 
30.22 
95.50 114.39 
37.56 
25.5 
ltl~ . 
17.05 
19.9 
15. 
6.7 
24.73 
33. g. 
.39 
37.77 
In addition to the meals t ake n at the school, tho 
lJ-51.1"( 
150. 
221. 
245.3 
71.9 
265. 
125 . 
155. 
111. 4 
u~6.s 
69.9 
532. 
chi l d r on have milk and br ead , or cereal and milk, or sometimes 
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· an egg, before leavh1g home tn the morning, and again 
a light rreal on thair return home at night. This 
brings the total fuel value of tho food eaten during 
the day up to about 3,000 calories, which is probably 
high for a normal child, but not for these tubercular 
children. 
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It is impossible to make a definite generaJ. 
staten:-ent a s to the cost involved in the establishrrent 
of an open air school because so much depends on local 
circunistances. In some places the question of a site 
may be a somewhat serious one. In England and Germany 
it is felt that it is almost necessary to have the school 
some distance· away from the city or tov.n and yet at the 
eaiTe tirre to have it easily reached by electric car lines . 
If the same practice were followed in this coun -try i t 
' rould invari ably involve a considerable search and de-
cided expense. It must be ren~mbered moreover that whatever 
the outlay may be, it is always in addition to what is 
alre ady being spent for school purposes as no other schools 
or classes are closed because an open air school is opened. 
The cost of maintaining the school as compared 
with the co s t of an ordinary school would largely depend 
on how far fo od, cl othing and carfar e ar e rroyjded for the 
children. The increased cost for the salaries of the tea ch-
ers ~1ay easily be comrvtcd i!1 any locality on the basis 
that teachers of the very highest class are needed and 
that there rr~ st be one teacher for arproxiF.a tely every 
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twenty children. It is easier to estimate the cost 
of food at the Charlottenbarg school in Ger~any. 
This is estimated at ab~ut twelve cents per child por 
day. For -this sum fiYe meals per day are provided. 
The Charlottenberg experiment was carried on 
for three months and began with ninety-five children, 
a number which was afterward increased to ono hundred 
and twenty. The fol1owing table g:ives some details 
of the total exrenditure during thi s tine: 
School rooms 2430 
Oper. shed ·315 
Washing and bathing roon1 218 
Offices 243 
Water and drainage 243 
Milk and vegetable cellars 73 
Wire fence 131 
Internal equipment 1215 
Educational equipment 291 
Provisions 1336 
Addi tiona to salaries of teachers 111 
Doctor's fee - .73 
Two cooks and two scullery maids 87 
Tranw1ay fares g2 
It is to be noted that only the last five items 
amounting in all to a total e x:pend1.ture of &1691 can :propen y 
be cons:i. dered r unning expenses. The other items come under 
the head of perrranent investment. Another point which much 
not be overlc oked is that the salaries of the teachers are 
not inclutled. 
Turning now to the first Engl j sh exper:i.n-en t at 
Bostall Wood we find that the school took care of an 
average of eighty ch1.ldren in actual attendance for 
seventy- eight days. The expenses were as follows: 
School Expenses 
Salaries of teachers 
(one principal and four teachers) $815 
J~1~r 1~ 
Books e t c. 79 
Furni.ture etc. 348 
Food 
Coo}: and helpers 
Fuel 
Feeding_ 
1361 
$363 
95 
9 
972 
Nurse $120 
Sanitary arrangements 161 
~ravelling (children) 192 
Travelling (teachers) 49 
Boxes for stori.ng school property 62 
J.!i a cell aneou s 32 
616 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 
A computation based on the a cove f:i.gure s shows that 
the cost of food including the expense for fuel and for the 
wages of the cook and helpers amounted to a l:ittle le ss than 
s1xteen cents per day for each child . For this sum four 
meals a day were provided. 
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Turning now to America there is even less 
definite inforrration available. The report of the 
Boston school gives the infor~ation that the cost for 
the school teachers and the school equipment is about 
tho same as it would be in any other school. The cost 
of the raw food for each child is about twenty cents 
a day and the co s t of preraring and serving it to-
gether with all of the other exrenses included beyond 
the sc[lool expenses is about thirty cents a day. It 
is stated that with the school running on a larger scale 
these figures could. be reduced. These Boston figures 
were based on the expenses for a school of about forty 
children. 
More detailed fi.Q.lres are available in the case 
of the school maintained in Chicago in 19(;'9 by the Board 
of Education and the Ollicago Tuberculosis Institute. Here 
thi.rty chil dren were cared for for one month. The cost 
of maintenance of this school not including teaching serv:i.ce 
and equipment is given as follows: 
COST OF l~AINTE1JAHCF. 
(Not including Teaching Service and F.quiJlment) 
Transportation. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • t 
Cook and Helper ••• • •.•.....•••• 
Half-Time Salary of Nurse • • • . . • • • • • 
Fo od - Bread, crackers and cockles •• $15.35 
Butter and cheese • • . . . . . 10.42 
Milk and cream • • . • • • 6g.90 
Eggs • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 44.03 
46.3C 
30.90 
35.00 
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Groceries • • • • . . • • • • • 13.59 
Frutts and ve getables •• ; 22.91 
Moat, poultry and fish •••.• 11+.25 
Ice ............... 4.00 
SWeets • . • . . . . • , • • • . . 85 . .1)14.30 
30 Tooth Brushes @ 20 t . , . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Miscellaneous expenses • • • • • • . • • • • • . • 8.96 
To tal Cost • • . • $321.46 
Cost per child per day: 
3 meals 
For Food 
2 refreshments 
For Transportation • • . 
For Servtce and o thor expenses 
For Service and other expenses • 
'l'o tal • • • . . • • 
29.4 cents 
7.0 cents 
12.3 cents 
12.3 cents 
46.7 cents 
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CONSTRUCTION AND CLOTHING 
Construction 
Open air schools as we find them in America 
may be divided into two general classes. In the first 
of these we may include those open air schools which 
are carried on in buildings exclusively devoted to the 
purpose. In practice these buildings are generally 
simple and often temporary in character. Open air schools 
of the second ,type may be classed under the heading "fresh 
air rooms". These are schools conducted in the rooms of 
school buildings which have been altered to suit the new 
requirements. 
Turning to the first class of schools, which 
are conducted in buildings exclusively devoted to the 
purpose, we find them ranging in building equipment all 
the way from the comparatively elaborate plants found in 
the forest schools of Gern~ny and England to the buildings 
on unoccupied country estates which have been used both 
abroad and in this country, and to the extremely simple 
and temporary buildings which have been erected on the 
roofs of school and other buildings in Boston, New York 
and Chicago. 
These small buildings, of a size to accommodate 
not tnore than twenty-five or thirty pupils, are little 
more than permanent tents built partly of wood and partly 
of other materials. The following description of the 
construction of a New Yott. roof building gives details 
which may be considered typical: 
The building is 30 feet long 20 feet high and 
12 feet wide at the highest point of the roof and can be 
built at a cost of about $500. It is in the shape of a 
rectangle with a flat or pitched roof. The roof is support-
ed by 4 X 4 inch timber posts at the corners and at the 
center of the end walls. Those uprights are re-enforced 
by 2 X 4 joists placed 4 feet apart on all sides of the 
building while the ridgepole or roof support consists of 
a 3 X 6 timber girder running the length of the room and 
supported by a post in the middle. The roof consists of 
tongued and grooved inch boards laid on rafters and covered 
with rubberoid roofing. The floor is made of narrow floor 
boards laid on 2 X 4 supports and covered with battle ship 
linoleum. The four sides of the room are enclosed by 
board walls up to a height of 3 feet from the floor. Above 
this the north and west sides are enclosed by alternatizg 
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panels of narrow boards and long windows hung from the 
ceiling. The south and west sides are open above the 
wainscoting but protected from wind and storms by canvas 
curtains on rollers which carry them entirely out of the 
way when not in use. 
In cities where the wooden construction is for-
bidden by the building or fire regulations asbestos board 
siding rray be substituted for wooden siding. This eon-
st~ction has proved successful in the Chicago school. 
Experience shows that the children can comfortably live 
in the open air even at very low temperatures if they are 
thoroughly protected. from the wind. 
Even such simple and inexpensive buildings as 
these have not been found necessary in all cases. In 
Chicago, Boston, Hartford, and Rochester the first open 
air schools were housed in tents and this practice is 
still maintained in the Connecti cut city. There is how-
ever an unoccupied dwelling house available which is utiliz-
ed for shelter during very inclement weather. The kitchen 
facilities are also used for preparing the food and one of 
the upper rooms with wide-open windows has been used as a 
sleeping room during the rest hour of the children. 
It would seem that the experience of Hartford in 
utilizing the unoccupied dwelling house on a estate pro-
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Vided with ample grounds might be followed in many other 
places where the temporaty use of the property might be 
available without the necessity of purchasing it. 
Another useful lesson in constructive economy 
is to be found in what New York has done in utilizing a-
bandoned ferry boats for open air classes. Perhaps no 
better illustration can be found of putting an apparent-
ly useless piece of property to a very useful service. 
The second class of open air schools consists 
of schools conducted in what we have called "fresh air 
rooms". The expedient of remodeling existing school 
rooms so that they will serve for the fresh air classes 
has the great advantage of making it possible to start 
work wherever there is a room available in one of the pub-
lic school buildings. The experierlce of Pro,ridence shows 
that such a location may at times be found in school build-
ings which have been abandoned by the regular classes but 
may be remodeled for the new use at comparatively slight 
expense. There must be in many cities sind.lar old school 
buildings which can easily be utilized. 
The best way to fit the school room for the new 
use seems to be first to choose a room with one southern 
exposure and then to remove the outside wall on that side 
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so far as possible. This operation converts the four 
sided school room into one of three aides. The fourth 
side is then filled in with long windows reaching clear 
to the floor and hinged at the top and provided with 
pulleys and cords so that they may be raised against the 
ceiling of the room on the inside. 
A less eXpensive way is not to attempt to re-
move the entire \vall but simply to cut the existing 
windo\fs down to the floor level and provide the openings 
with windowsashes hinged from the top. A still less ex-
pensive expedient, but one that is not as satisfactory, 
is to leave the window openings as they are and simply to 
substitute for the present sliding sashes full leng.th 
hinged sashes. 
However the alterations may be made, experience 
shows that it is best to seat the children in movable 
chairs so placed that the children's backs shall be toward 
the open side of the room. 
In buildings provided with mechanical heating and 
ventilating systems the intakes are cut off and hand regula-
tions substituted for the automatic mechanism. The Providence 
experience shows that in buildings Where no heating plant 
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is in operation a satisfactory substitute may be pro-
vided by installing an old-fashioned' heating stove in 
the school room. The consensus of opinon among those 
who have had experience with the new schools is that the 
temperature should not be allowed to fall much lower 
than forty degrees Fahrenheit even in the coldest 
weather. 
All of the experiments that have so far been 
conducted show that the changes necessary to convert an 
existing school room into a fresh air room are compara-
tively simple and inexpensive in either old or new build-
ing~. In achoola in course of constr uction still better 
arrangements can be made and fresh air rooms rl th two or 
three sides open to the weather may be constructed. 
Clothing_ 
There is ·unanimous agreement on the proposition 
that i ·f children are to benefit from the open air treat-
ment they must be well feed and kept warm. Keeping them 
warm in rooms where the temperature is frequently low ca..>t 
only be accomplished by providing them with sufficient 
clothing of just the right sort. If they do not possess 
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good woolen underwear and warm well-fitting outer garments 
these must be supplied ·directly by the school, or indirect-
ly by some charitable agen~y. 
It is absolutely essential that each child be 
provided with a heavy overcoat, sitting-out bag, two 
blankets, a knitted tob9ggan oap, and warm gloves. If 
a child comes to school with his shoas and stockings damp 
they should be removed and others belonging to the school 
_substituted. In the Providence school low felt shoes 
. have been found most satisfactory for such use. In the 
sc~ool now maintained on the roof of the Mary Crane 
Nursery in Chicago the children are provided with Eskimo 
suits which have proved satia.f~tory for the purpose and 
are unusually attractive in appearance. 
Several of the schools have found it advisable 
to provide soapstones or hot water bottles which are placed 
at the children's feet in very cold weather. Some difficul -tor 
with the use of the soapstones has been found in Providence 
·*here experience showed that the thin, poor so1ea of the 
v 
children's sheap shoes were rapidly cracked and ruined by the 
effect of the heat from the stones. This has been obviated 
by having the child take off his shoes and r eplace them by 
the felt shoes belonging to the school. 
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One de~ice which has proved very successful in 
keeping the feet of the children warm is to provide each 
child with a wooden foot box about two feet long by a 
foot and a half wide and a foot high. These foot boxes 
are usually lined with quilting or some other padding and 
a hot soapstone or water can is placed in the bottom under 
the feet when necessary. These boxes ha~e been found to 
furnish the best arrangement for keeping the children's 
feet warm on very cold days. 
Sitting-out bags may be purchased from dealers 
in sanitorium equipment or made as required. A Boston 
firm is now furnishing them for about $3.00 each. The 
sitting-out bag is ro:~.d e of heavy blanketing and co~ered 
with brown canva~. They are cut and stitched so as to con-
form with the shape of the chair and attached to it by 
tape at different points to prevent the child i n the bag 
from slipping off. 
Experience has shown that the school children 
are very apt_ to regard these bags as ideal places for colle~­
ing and guarding a miscellaneous collection of the treasures 
of childhood including food supplies which they store up 
for future possible need. This propensity of the children 
constitutes a genuinely serious objection to sitting-out 
bas s. Another objection is that a bag which is shaped to 
the chair is not convenient for use in reclining chairs 
or when the child is lying in bed. 
In order to overcome these objections Doctor 
Thomas S. Carrington, Assistant ~ecretary c5f the National 
Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis, 
has developed a simple cheap bag which can be made at 
home or manufactured in large quantities at a low price. 
This bag is so arranged that it can be opened out flat 
for brushing and airing and when closed and buckled it 
is perfectly tight and wind proof. Such a bag is a 
great improvement over the old style sewed up bag. 
The Rhode Island State Board of Health loans 
upon application a minature model of a sitting-out bag 
'nth the following directions for making:-
The sitting-out bag should be made to suit 
the patient - a small one for a child, and a longer one 
with more turned up at the bottom for a tall person. 
Obtain the following materials:-
7 Yds. Outinz flannel--
6 Rolla cotton batting -
1 Spool linen thread - -
1 Piece of braid - - - -
6 or 7 layers of newspaper 
- -$.70 
.ti:J 
- - - .10 
- - .1.0 
The flannel should be spread on a flat surface 
and one-half of same covered first with batting; second. 
dx or seven layers of newspaper; third, a second layer 
of cotton waste. Spread the other half of the flannel 
over this, tack with a strong thread like a mattress, 
and stitch all around the edge. 
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You now have a lon~ strip which should be 
turned up at the bottom ll yards. , Sew up the edges 
25 inches. Attach tapes to top of flap and to top 
corners of bag. 
While arrangements are being made to provide 
for the comfort of the children in the open air s chool 
the teacher should not be forgotten. She should be pro-
vided with a long heavy wool or fur coat, a fur cap and 
mittens, and felt shoes. There should a so be laid under 
her chair a piece of thick carpet or rug: to help in pro-
tGcting the feet, and in very cold weather she is likely 
to find a foot box a connortable addition to her equip-
ment. 
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FORMS FOR RECORD KEEPING 
So far few forms have been developed for 
keeping the indi vidual records of the pupils in open 
air schools. That such forms are needed is clear and 
it is equp~ly certain that they must be adapted to the 
peculiar conditions maintaining in the new class of 
schools. They must be primarily records of progre s s, 
not mere statements of such commonly kept data as en-
rollment, attendance, clas s standine, etc., nor even 
records which will only record the physical condition 
of tha children upon entering or at one or two stated: 
times during the school year. The one important question 
. is \7he ther or not children are steadily making progress, 
and above all physical progress. 
Diligent inquiry among open air schools now 
in operatlon has brought to 1 ight on1 y three record forms 
des:i.gned to record such facts. The Providence and Chicago 
schools are using i ndividual cards for recording the facts 
about each pupil and in Hartford a weigh t chart is used 
which sho•Ys in graphic form the nuctuations in weight 
of each child from week to week. 
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The following is a facsimile of one of the 
Providence cards filled in VTith data concerning one of 
the children of that school. 
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As a mere record of social and physical facts 
it seems very well adapted to its purpose. It is not 
however so designed as to record pro gress satisfactorily. 
The reverse of the card is simply ruled hori-
zontally and in columns and it is the practice of the 
school authorities in Providence to record in these 
spaces the results of the periodical weighing and the 
haemoglobin tests. The card does not however provide 
for any uniform mathod of recording these data. 
Something of an improvement over the Providence 
card is found in the form which was used in the Chicago 
school in the surmrer of 1909. As it was realized at the 
outset that this was merely a sunmer school and would be 
maintained for a short term only Jtha card was designed to 
record the facts for each child for a. term of six weeks. 
It served this purpose vary satisfactorily but could not 
be so adapted as to serve for an entire school year. A 
facsimile of this card follows: 
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A valuable feature .found in the Providence 
card but absent in the Ghicago one is the provision 
for recording the family history and the personal 
history of the chi1d. 
One form in use in the school of Hartford, 
Connecticut, is an improvement over the forms already 
considered in that it provides for a graphic reprasent-
atton of one most important <iatum, the fluctuations in 
the weight of each child. No attf3mpt is made :i.n this 
form to register anything elsa than facts respecting 
the child's weight. The chart is extrerooly simple. It 
consists of a form ruled horizontally and vertically, 
each horizontal space corresponding to one pound in 
weight and each vertical space to one week in time. 
e Name - Cnrme11a A. 
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WEIGHT CHART 
HARTFORD OPEN AIR SCHOOL 
Age - 12-Jan. 12, 1909 
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Thus in the case of :::ame11a whose weight 
chart is reproduced t he weight upon e ntering the 
school in the week 'i.leginning January 3 was 76~· 
pounds. A dot was made in the square of the chart 
corresponding to this weight and to the first week 
to record this fact. When Camella was weighed during 
the second weok she had so increased in wei ght that 
she wei ghed nearly S2 pounds. A dot was placed in 
the corresponding square of the chart and the two dots 
connacted by a line. This process repeated each week 
as time went on shows th a t she steadily increased in 
weigi1 t f o r the first six weol: s, lost in the sevonth 
and increased a gain during the ei ghth week. 
·rn the upper left hand corner of the chart 
there is a sma1l cross just above the 91 pound level. 
This indicates that the school authorities considered 
the normal weight for a girl of Carnolla's a ge to be ' 
91.2 pounds, and that the difference between this wei ght 
and the weight actually recorded shows the degree to 
which the gir1 "Has below normal weight. 
In thi.s process o! reporting progress an up-
ward trend of the line from week to weok indicates that 
all is going well, whereas a downward trend means that 
there is some thing wrong and some thing needs attention. 
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The record of the normal weight, which may be re-
garded somewhat in the light of an ideal to which 
it is aimed to raise the child, is interesting but 
of doubtful value. The normal weight for a certain 
age, as the term is generally used, simply mean!'l the 
average weight which is secured. from the recorded 
wei ghts of a great many indivi1ual s all of a given 
age. While such a figure is interesting and has its 
uses it may not be at all valuable as an indication 
of the best possible weight for any given individual. 
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THE }illED FOR OPEN AIR SCHOOLS 
The open air school as it has been developed 
in America is prinnrily a school for caring for chil-
dren who are suffering from tn'berculosis or predisposed 
to the disease. In short, it :is essentially a therapeut:i.c 
agent for a special class of sufferers. In Europe the 
aim has been quite di f ferent and distinctly broader. 
This i s indicated in the term "open air recovery schools" 
which is frequently used abroad. 
The pupils for whom the schools have been de -
signed abroad are physi.call y debilitated children who are 
suffering from aenemi.a and various forms of :indpient 
di sease but who are not nece ssaril y even in the "pre-
tuberculous" clas s. They ar e children who are able to 
attend the regula r schools and even to some extent to pro-
fit from the instruct:ion given, but whose vitality has 
been greatly impaired. 
For these children the open air recovery school 
has been devised. Its province is to carry on the in-
struction of the children with the help of improved methods 
and surroundings while at the san~ tin~ endeavoring to 
·cure or an-eliorate the ailments fro m which they suffer. 
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From the administrative view point two 
questiom~ at once arise• The f:lrst is that of cost 
and the second the question how ~~ny of these schools 
should be provid6d to fill adequately the existing 
need. The question of the expense of n~intaining the 
schools is treated in the chapter on 11 Cost 11 , that of 
the indirect economies in lives and expenditure to be 
effected through establishing these new schools as 
preventive agents may well be considered here. 
In the first place what do deaths of school 
cti1dren from tuberculosis cost us each year? Accord-
ing to the report of the United States Commissior1er of 
Education for 1908 there are in the schools of this 
country, public and private, some 1S,200,000 children. 
These children range in age from fjve to nineteen years. 
Recent studies shew that about 43 per cent of them are 
between the ages of fjve and nine, 50 per cent between 
those of ten and fourteen and 7 per cent between the ages 
of fjfteen and nineteen. 
Now the reports of the Census tell us that 
deaths from all forms of tuberculosis among each 100,000 
children are each year as follows: 
5-9 
10-11~ 
15-19 
Deaths per 100,000 
17.9 
34.5 
143.1 
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Those data enable us to compute that the number of 
school children who die each ye ar in this country 
from all forms of tuberculosis is about G400. 
The average age at which these children die 
is about twelve and one half years. We shall not be 
far wrong if we esti~ate that they have had six years 
of schooling each. This schooline; has been paid for 
at the average rate of $30.00 per year for each child. 
The money loss which is sustained by the conmrunity in 
each case amounts to $H~O.OO for schooling alone. 
Tho asgregate loss each year from this cause reaches 
a total of &a.,l52,000. It is impossible to compute in 
money terms the loss in doctor's fees, wrecked hopes 
and ruined homes but enough has been told to indicate 
the serious character of the problem. 
Turning now to the other side of the quost1.on, 
how ~any open air schools should be provided to meet 
adequately the need which exists? The evidence from 
which we may answer the question is fragmentary but 
fairly consi s tent. 
Dr. Frederick Rose who is adrnitedly the fore-
roost English authority on the subject says that from three 
to five per cent of all school children are of such a 
type that they may profit from ins true tion in open air 
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schools but cannot properly be cared for in ordinary 
ones. 
According to figures published in the tenth 
annual report of the City Superintendent of Schools 
of 1!ew York for 1908 physical examinations arr()ng more 
than 210,000 children in that city show that those 
suffering from mal-nutrition, cardiac d:i see.ses and pul-
monary diseases amounted to four per cent of all. 
The report of the Department of School Hygiene 
of Boston for 1907 shows that the children suffering 
from mal-nutrition, aenemia, cardiac di seasos and tuber-
culosis constitute 2.25 per cent of an tho children ex-
amined. 
The Nat:ional Association for the Study and Pre-
vention of Tuberculosis has issued a statement to the 
effect that invesHgat:ions in Stockholm, Swe den, showed 
1. 61 per cent c f tho school children were sufferine; from 
tuberculosis. 
Medical :inspection in Atlanta, Goore;:ia, in 1909 
showed that pupils suffering from ma.l-nutri tion, aenemia, 
cardiac d:iseases and tuberculosis were 5.3 per cent of 
the total school n~mborship. 
A report on the schools ,of St. Paul for 1909 
shows that children suffering from cardiac diseases and 
tuberculosis to gether were 2.7 por cent of all. 
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A report from Appleton, Wisconsin, shows 
3 per cent of the children s~ffering from malnutrition. 
The firat selection of pupils needine open 
air treatment in the Boston schools was made in the 
first part of the school year 1909-1910. It has already 
been referred to in the chapter on Open Air Schools i~ 
the United States. The result was that 5 per cent of 
the :Children were found by the schoCl l physicians to 
be in need of the treatment afforded by the open air 
classes. 
In April 1910 Dr. Henry R. Hopkins, Chairman 
of the Con~ittee on Open Air Schools, of the city of 
Buffalo, New York, saia that about 7 por cent of the 
school children of that city needed the same sort of 
treatment. 
All of these different pieces of evidence 
indicate that in the average city schocl system the chil-
dren who are in need of such treatment as that afforded 
by the open air school constitute from three to five per 
cent of the entire membership. It would probably not be 
far out of the way to say that of these at least one-third, 
or from ono to two per cent of all, are either definitely 
suffering from tuber culosis or are pre-tuberculous. 
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